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Abstract  
A f ramework  for  tire :~utomatic  para l le l izat ion o f  (const ra int )  logic p rograms is p roposed  
and  proved  correct .  Intu i t ively.  the Fz~ra!tellzation process  replaces con junct ions  o f  l i terals 
with paral lel  express ions.  Such  express ions  tr igger at rut t - ; ime the exp lo i ta t ion  o f  restr icted.  
goal- level ,  independent  and  paral le l ism. The  para l le l i zat ion process  per fo rms two steps. The  
first one  bui lds  a cond i t iona l  dependency  graph  (which can be s impl i f ied us ing compi le - t ime 
analys is  in fo rmat ion) ,  whi le  the second t rans forms the resul t ing graph  into  l inear cond i t iona l  
express ions ,  the paral le l  express ions  o f  the &-Pro log  language.  Several  heur ist ic  z=igo.,ithms for  
the latter  ( "annotat ion" )  process  are proposed  and  proved  correct .  A lgor i thms are also given 
wh ich  determine  i f  there is any  loss o f  para l le l i sm in the l inear izat ion process  wi th  respect o a 
proposed  not ion  o f  max imal  paral le l ism. F inal ly ,  a system is p resented  wh ich  imp lements  the 
proposed  approach .  The  per fo rmance  o f  the di f ferent annotat ion  al,..zorithms is compared  
exper imenta l ly  in this sys:crr0 by s tudy ing  the t ime spent  in para l le l i zat ion and  the effect iveness 
o f  the results in terms o f  ~peedups.  © 1999 Elsevier Science Inc. All r ights rt. .~rved. 
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I. I ltrednetioa 
Parallel e~ecution (or- and and-parallelism [22,19]) has now been proved to be an 
effective technique for achieving improved performance in logic programming sys- 
temp. in general, in or-parallel models (see [55,2,82] and their references) all alter- 
natives which match a given goal can be safely run in parallel. However, in and- 
parallel models goals in the body of  a clause cannot in general be freely executed in 
parallel, since this can result in incorrect and/or inefficient executions. 
There are several ways to solve the above mentioned problems. One, which is 
central to the work presented herein, is to allow parallel execution only of goals 
which are independent (we will d~scuss other possible solutions later). Parallel exe- 
cution models for logic programs which adopt this solution are said to exploit in- 
dependent and-parallelism. Early notions of  independence of goals were proposed by 
Conery and DeGroot  [22,25]. They provided sufficier, t conditions for ensuring that 
the goals to be run in parallel would not produce "'binding conflicts". The lack of 
such binding conflicts not only avoids erroneous results but it also simplifies the 
implementation and reduces the overhead of paralle! execution (for example, no 
locking of  variables is required). More recently, independence has been defined 
simply as a condition which guarantees both correctness and (time) efficiency (by 
ensuring that no "'slow-down'" will occur) with respect to the sequential execution 
[43,45]: i.e., independence implies that parallel execution preserves the "observables" 
in terms of  answer~, side-effects, and computationa! complexity of the original 
proDram. Several notions of  independence, including the traditional notions, have 
been proved to be correct and efficient in the above mentioned sense, by showing that 
the search space of  the sequential program is ~reservecl (in addition to ensuring that 
there will be no binding conflicts). This view has also allowed proposing new, more 
lax notions of independence [25,84,44,45] which allow more goals to be run in 
parallel, and extending the notion of  independen~,e to constraint logic progr,~mming 
[32,29]. 
In independence-based and-parallel models it is necessary to determine which 
goals are independent and therefore ligible for parallel execution. Although this can 
be done at run-time [22,53], it can imply significant overhead. It is thus interesting to 
perform as much of the work as possible at compile-time. Cha~g [17] proposed an 
approach which generated a single dependency graph for a clause from a worst case 
analysis. The approach was somewhat i.mited, mainly because of the global analysis 
technology available at the time. DeGroot  [25] proposed a way of  representing a 
fixed set of  execution graphs via an expression generated at compile-time, choosing 
among the alternatives at run-time through some checks. Hermenegildo [37] pro- 
posed an extension of  Prolog, &-Prolog, which allows writir~g such conditional 
parallel expressions within the :~ourcc (&-Prolog) language (they are in this case 
referred to as "'annotations"). This has the advantage that the parallelization can be 
expressed at the user level, ~s a source to source transformation, and that the user 
can directly write parallel programs if so desired (the compiler then checking such 
code for correctness). An efficient implementation of &-Prolog w~s also proposed in 
the form of  a parallel abstract machine (the RAP-WAM)  [38], an extension of  the 
Warren Abstract Machine [81, I ]. 
I~'C, root also proposed restricting ~.he xpressions generated to I:near expressions, 
i.e. parenthesized expressions with~,,ut synchronization primitives. This restriction 
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basically corresponds to a conditional "'fork and join ~" paradigm, and the type of  
and-parallelism generated is thus called "'restricted". We argue with DeGroot  that 
the fork and join paradigm has certain advantages. P;rs% the structure of  the re- 
suiting parallelism is easier for the user to understand (for example, using visuali- 
zation tools [16]). This allows programmers to more easily predict he effectiveness of
the parallelization of their programs. The parallelized program consists only of  
parenthesized expressions using sequential or parallel conjunction and conditionals, 
which is arguably easier to understand than programs which use arbitrarily syn- 
chronization primitives. The backtracking behavior of  the parallel program is also 
simpler and easier to understand [42]. Finall~, the restrictions also simplify the im- 
plementation of the parallel system (specially the backtracking) somewhat, and allow 
a number of  optimizations [41]. 
For the reasons mentioned above, we argue th~,t goal-level, rest~-'ted, indepen- 
dent and-parallelism is, from a practical point of  view, a quite interesting model for 
exploitation of  and-parallelism in (constraint) logic programs. We address in this 
paper an essential aspect of  the problem of  automatic parallelization within this 
model: the generation at compile-time of linear expressions, with minimal loss of  
parallelism within the restrictions imposed by the model. We use &-Prolog as the 
target language for the sake of  concreteness and because of  the convenience of  its 
Prolog-compatible syntax, which makes it possible to describe the parallclization 
techniques as a source to source transformation oI" the original (constraint) logic 
program, s However, we argue that our results are not only useful for the &-Prolog 
run-time system itself, but also for other systems using similar annotations and/or 
the same type of  parallelism such as, for example, Kale's ROPM [64], the ACE and 
&ACE systems [35,62], the lAP subset o f  the DDAS model [73], etc. 
Several alternative approaches to the one that we address have been proposed in 
the context of  and-parallelism. These include for example the interesting class of  the 
committed-choice languages [20,79,78,75,71,70.77,76,66,6~, which exploit stream 
and-parallelism. Synchronization is in this case expressed irectly in the language. 
Dependencies are taken care of by incrementally passing variable instantiations as 
streams between processes. Unfortunately, this class of  languages does not suplx~rt 
"don ' t  know" non-determinism [52]: once a branch has been chosen, it is never 
backtracked. The model is very interesting from the point of  view of  concurrent 
execution, but not as appealing for general purpose logic programming where 
backtracking is one of the most useful features. From the point of  view of  efl~iency, 
interesting work is being done in the concurrent V,~c programming field in identi- 
fying schedulings which are both correct and efficient, possibly sequentializing some 
processes [85,51]. A form of  do not know non-determinism can be implemented in 
these languages by performing program transformations where the backtracking or 
or-parallelism is folded into the and-parallelism [80,70]. This transformation has 
been extended by Bansal [5] and used to parallelize logic programs by translating 
them into committed-choice programs, using global analysis [6]. This work is in- 
teresting and has many objectives in common with ours. It provides for example 
s Rccenzly, an extension -'.o &-Proto g with constraints, among other things, has been d~r~l :  C IAO-  
Prolo 8 [46,40]. We wi l l  consider this constraint version o f  &-ProloB as the large[ language for our  
transformations, since w© wi l l  deal wi th  generic constraint loBic programs. 
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quite useful t rans format ions  for paral le l iz ing execut ions where a producer  and  a 
consumer  are deeply intertwined.  On  the other  hand the approach  differs f rom ours 
in several key points.  First,  it does not focus on restricted and-para l le l i sm,  and thus, 
it does not address  th~ part icu lar  and interesti,-,g p rob lems that arise as a conse- 
quence o f  us ing the fork and  jo in  parad igm.  Also,  it does not direct ly add less  in- 
dependence,  and  thus it is unc lear  whether  it can guarantee  the correctness and  
eff iciency o f  the paralle,,' execut ion with respect to sequent ia l  execut ion.  The  need to 
intertwine the suppor t  ~or a " 'don't  know"  semant ics  in the t rans format ion  process 
makc~ the presentat ion  less accessible in our  view. F ina l ly ,  a l though no per fo rmance  
f igures are prov ided by Bansal ,  it appears  that the final per fo rmance  o f  this approach  
may suffer f rom the fact that  there is a certa in level o f  meta- in terpre :at ion  a d  also 
some overhead (due to the suppor t  o f  general  para l le l ism) in the under ly ing  system. 
Other  interest ing a l ternat ive mode ls  inc lude the PNU-Pro log  approach  o f  Na ish  
[61] and  the Andor ra  mode l  proposed by Warren  [7,65]. In these approaches  on ly  
determin ist ic  goals,  or, more  precisely, deterministic, reductions, are a l lowed to run in 
paral lel .  The  advantage  o f  these mode ls  is that they achieve essent ial ly the same 
results as the commit ted-cho ice  languages,  whi le preserv ing non-determin is t i c  
search. However ,  they have the d i sadvantage  o f  not being able to paral lel ize non-  
determin ist ic  computat ions  that  are independent ,  and  also they involve a h igher  run-  
t ime overhead than that involved in suppor t ing  goal- level,  restricted, independent  
and-para l le l i sm.  Another  interest ing approach  has been proposed by Shen, the 
DDAS model  [73], which essential l )  , :ombine~ goal- level,  restricted, independent  
and-para l le l i sm with a form o f  dependent  and-para l le l i sm.  The main  idea regard ing 
the expio i i~: ion o f  dependent  and-para l le l i sm is to a l low dependent  goals  to run in 
paral lel ,  but  mark ing  their  shared var iab les  pecial ly.  Synchron izat ion  is achieved at 
the b ind ing  level th rough the dependent  var iables by t:sing a left-to-r ight b ind ing  
pr ior i ty scheme implemented  via token passing. The main  drawback  o f  this ap- 
proach is the overhead involved in the management  o f  the dependent  var iables and 
the pr ior i ty  scheme, in any  case, and  as ment ioned  above,  the so lut ions that we 
propose are direct ly  app l i cab le  to the independent  and-para l le l  subset o f  DDAS.  
The  Extended Andor ra  Mode l  o f  Warren  [83] is a imed at enhanc ing  the basic 
A ,dor ra  model  to ~l~:o support  independent  and-parane l i sm.  Th is  model  opens in- 
terest ing possibi l i t ies,  but a number  o f  issues are left open and  need to be resolved in 
a sat is factory way in an imp lementat ion .  The Andor ra  Kernel  Language AKL  [50] is 
a concurrent  language based on this model ,  in which synchron izat ion  i~ part ly 
contro l led  by the programmer  through guards  and  part ly  by the model ,  based on 
determinacy  and  "'stabil ity'" condi t ions.  Interest ingly,  stabi l i ty has  been found to be 
direct ly related to independence  [46]. However ,  AKL  offers an expl icit  concurrent  
p rogramming mode l  which  is quite different f rom that o f  logic p rogramming,  which 
is our  target. ID IOM [36] is another  mode l  a imed at paral le l iz ing both  determinist ic  
and  non-determin is t i c  goals. 
F ina l ly ,  [46] studies the re lat ion between the prev ious ly  proposed mode ls  and 
proposes a un i fy ing  view. The  observat ion  is made that most  o f  the models  proposed 
for explo i t ing para l le l i sm in logic p rograms {including all those ment ioned  above)  
can be exp la ined and  reconstructed by  start ing f rom a general  mode l  and  app ly ing  a 
few basic para l le l i zat ion cond i t ions  (such as. for example,  " ' independent  or  "'deter- 
minacT"') at different lerels o f  granularity {such as, for example ,  the "'goal'" level or 
the " 'b ind ing"  level). Based on these ideas, a fo rmal  mode l  capab le  o f  explo i t ing as 
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much paral lel ism as any previously proposed model, and at a very fine level o f  
granularity,  was proposed in [ 11,13,12,63]. 
The fork and jo in model for parallel execution has also been found interesting and 
studied in the context o f  functional languages. For  example, in the context of  
funct ional  programming,  Sarkar [68,69] defines an a lgor i thm for f inding opt imal  
l inearizations of  a graph into fork and jo in non-nested expressions, based on 
avai lable informat ion on granularity.  However, the approach is not in general ap- 
plicable to the problem at hand, since it considers neither nested nor condit ional  
expressions. A lgor i thms proposed in the context or" imperative languages either do 
not deal with condit ional  paral lel ism or are not focused on the fork and jo in par- 
adigm [27,4,33]. We argue that the results presented herein (paral lel ization frame- 
work using condit ional  dependency graphs and algor i thms for l inearizing such 
graphs into parallel condit ional  parallel expressions, as well as their correctness 
proofs) can be easily appl ied to other programming paradigms and can help deal 
with difficult problems uch as deal ing with irregular computat ions ( ee [39] for more 
details on this interesting issue). 
Guidel ines for constructing correct annotat ions at compi le-t ime for goal-level, 
restricted, independent and-paral le l ism were to the best of  our knowledge first 
proposed in [37]. DeGroot  [26] proposed a technique for generating raph expres- 
sions using a simple heuristic. However, the expressions generated with this method 
tend to be rather large, with a significant numb,2r of  checks. Furthermore,  the 
method has no provision for conjunct ions o f  checks, because DeGroot 's  original 
expressions did not include this gossibility. However, conjunct ions of  checks appear  
to be quite useful in practice and are supported by the &-Prolog languag~ [37]. Ja- 
cobs and Langen [48] describe a qu.lte interesting framework for compi l ing logic 
programs to an extension of  DeGroot 's  ~31aph ex~:ressions equivalent to that intro- 
duced it) [37]. They propose two rules (SPLIT and IF rules) for t ransforming a de- 
pendency graph (such as those used in [53,22, i 7]) into graph expressions, interesting 
groundwork is set by describing such rules, but no algor i thm or set of  heuristics is 
given that would suggest how and when to use such rule,, in a paral lel ization process. 
The approach therefore does not represent a complete a lgor i thm for our purposes. 
Complete algor i thms in this sense were first given to the best o f  our knowledge in 
[58], o f  whmh this paper is an extension. 
In general, the task of  parallel izing a given program through compi le-t ime anal-  
ysis can be conceptual ly viewed in our f ramework as compris ing t)~ o steps: ( I ) a local 
or global analysis of  the program in order to gather as much informat ion as possible 
regarding the terms to which program variables will be bound, and (2) given that 
information,  a rewriting of  the program into another  one which contains expressions 
wh:.ch will cause the parallel execution of  some goals, perhaps under certain run-t ime 
cendit ions.  E laborat ing on the work presented in [58], we present (a) a methodology 
for automatical ly  extracting paral lel ism at compile-t ime with the aid o f  program 
analysis, (b) a lgor i thms which determine if a given clause can be compi led into an &- 
Prolog parallel expression without loss of  paral lel ism (within the model exploited, 
i.e. restricted, goal-level, independent at, d-parallel ism), and (c) a lgor i thms for 
compi l ing (rewriting) logic programming clauses i~',to &-Prolog clauses containing 
parallel expressions. The methodology is generic in the sense of  being able to deal 
with several different notions of  independence, and inco:-porating the role of  pro- 
gram analysis informat ion independent ly  of  the domain used. The algor i thms are 
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complete  in the sense o f  incorporat ing  not  on ly  rules for  the t rans format ion ,  as in 
prev ious approaches ,  but  also heurist ics to decide when to app ly  the rules. Essential ly,  
the heurist ics eek to lose as l ittle para l le l ism as possible (hence, the mot ivat ion  o f  
(b))+ while, at the same t ime, keeping the overhead associated with such paral le l ism 
low. The  rest o f  the paper  proceeds as fol lows: after  init ial  pre l iminar ies  in Sect ion 2, 
we present the methodo logy  based on compi le - t ime analys is  and  t rans format ion  in 
Sect ion 3. In Sect ion 4 we nresent  he compi la t ion  process for uncond i t iona l  paral -  
lelism. We first deal with the impor tant  p rob lem o f  character iz ing in which cases a 
c lause can be compi led  into  linear paral le l  express ions w i thout  loss o f  paral le l ism in 
the l inear izat ion process, and  then present  an a lgor i thm to actual ly  per fo rm the 
compi la t ion .  We a lso present  an extens ion to the a lgor i thm for  the case when the 
requ i rement  o f  not  loos ing paral le l ism in the l inear izat ion process is re laxed  A 
: im i la r  scheme is fo l lowed in Sect ion 5 for  the case o f  cond i t iona l  paral le l ism. Sec- 
tio~, 6 then discusses pract ica l  issues, inc lud ing two new a lgor i thms based on s imp;er 
heuris'Acs. Sect ions 7 and  8 present a comprehens ive  pract ical  study based on an 
imp lementat ion  o f  these a lgor i thms.  F inal ly ,  Sect ion 9 presents our  conc lus ions.  
2. Notation and preliminaries 
Throughout  the paper ,  we .+ "II use the convent ion  that  sets o f  a tomic  fo rmulae  are 
interpreted as the con junct ive  fo rmula  o f  the a tomic  ones. Somet imes,  we will a lso 
write an  equ iva lent  fo rmula  instead o f  the set; thus true for the empty  set, and  false 
for  the inexist ing set. Set difference will be denoted  by A \ B = {x E A Ix ~ B),  and the 
powerset  o f  a set A by g~[A). The quant i f i ca t ion  3! will be used for "'there exists 
precisely one" .  A graph will be denoted  as the pair  (V ,E) ,  where V is the set o f  
vertices or  nodes,  and  E is the set o f  edges represent ing a b inary  re lat ion on V 
(possib ly inc lud ing also a label). We will use E" for the transi t ive c losure o f  re lat ion 
E, and  G as a name for  a graph.  G iven  a graph G = (V ,E) ,  Glp will denote  the 
subgraph (P. Ele) of  G reduced by edges connect ing  on ly  vertices in P c V. The  
syntax,  and  semant ics,  o f  the languages we use are in t roduced in the fol lowing. 
Somet imes,  (meta- )express ions  f  these languages will be enclosed between angle 
brackets  " ' ( . . . ) ' "  to separate  them f rom plain text. 
2.1. Language syntax and semantics 
Our  start ing po int  will be a Pro log  or Const ra in t  Logic (CLP)  program:  a logic 
program, for short .  The  classical left - to-r ight operat iona |  semant ics  o f  Pro log  and 
CL~" will be cons idered {see e.g.[49]). We will denote  the computat ion  states in this 
semant ics  by a goal  and  a {constra int)  store, as in (g, c), where g is th~ goal and c the 
store. 
Definit ion 2.1 [(Constraint) logic program]. Let t" be a tuple o f  terms, c a const ra in t  
predicate symbol ,  and  p a non-const ra in t  predicate symbol .  The  fo l lowing 
{simplif ied) g i -ammar defines the syntax o f  logic programs:  
l=~,ogram : : : -  Clause . Program [ 
Clause: := Atom I A tom :-  Bo@ 
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Body : :=  Literal  [ L iteral .  Body 
L i te ra l : :=  Atom I Constraint  
Atom : :=  p(t-') 
Constr<lint : : :  e (t-') 
Our  ta rget  language wil l  be ( the const ra in t  vers ion  of)  &-Pro log .  We cons ider  the  
&-Pro log  language 6 as a vehic le  for  express ing  oal - level ,  rest r ic ted,  independent  and-  
para l le l i sm.  For  our  purposes ,  &-Pro log  is essent ia l l y  P ro log  (or  CLP) ,  w i th  the  ad-  
d i t ion  o f  the para l le l  con junct ion  operator  "" &'" (used in p lace o f " , "  - comma-  when 
goa ls  are to be executed  in para l le l ) ,  and  a set o f  para l le l i sm-re la ted  bui l t - ins ,  wh ich  
inc ludes  su i tab le  run- t ime checks  io r  the not ion  o f  independence  under  wh ich  par -  
a l le l i sm is to be exp lo i ted .  For  syntact i c  conven ience  an add i t iona l  const ruct  is a lso  
prov ided:  the  Condi t iona l  Graph Express ion  (CGE) .  A CGE has  the genera l  fo rm 
(cond ~ goal1 & goal2 de . . .  de goa l  v) and can  be regarded as syntact i c  sugar  for  the 
i f - then-e lse  express ion  (cond --, goalu de goai~ & . . .  & goa l  v; goaln,  goa l ,  . . . . .  
goa l  v). &-Pro log  i f - then-e lse xpress ions  and  CGEs  can  be nested  in o rder  to c reate  
r icher  execut ion  graphs .  
Def in i t ion  2.2 [Restr ic ted 8z-Prolog program].  Let  ?" be a tup le  o f  te rms,  c a const ra in t  
p red icate  symbol ,  and  p a non-const ra in t  p red icate  symbol .  The  fo l low ing  
(s impl i f ied)  g rammar  def ines  the syntax  o f  &-Pro log  programs:  
Program: := C lause .  Program I 
Claus,? : :=  Atom j A tom :- Body  
Body : :=  Literal  [ L iteral ,  Body  
L i te ra l : :=  Atom I Constraint  lBod)" --~ Bo~)' :  Bodv 
I Body =#, ParExp [ ParExp 
ParExp : :=  Body de Body  
Atom : :=  p(t-') 
Constraint : :=  e(t )  
Note  f rom the above  grammar  that  "" &'" b inds  s t ronger  than  "'=~", and  th is  one  in 
tu rn  b inds  s t ronger  than  "',". The semant ics  o f  "" &'" is def ined as  fo l lows.  G iven  a 
s tate  o f  the computat ion  ((g, & . . .  & g,,).s, c'r, its operat iona l  behav ior  is g iven  by  
the  para l le l  computat ion  o f  the  s tates  (g j , c )  . . . . .  (gn,c) ,  g iv ing  ((~,c A c,)  . . . . .  
( , , c  A c~), respect ive ly ,  and  the sequent ia l  execut ion  o f  the  cont inuat ion  
(s. c A c~ ,\ --- A c,,). See [45] for  deta i l -  
By l inear express ion we wil l  refer  to an  express ion bui l t  accord ing  to the syntact ic  
rules g iven above  for the Body o f  a restr icted &-Pro log  claus(:, inc lud ing  i f -then-clses 
and  CGEs .  Note  that  we do  not  cons ider  i f -then-clses in the source  langtmgcs.  Th is  i.q no  
restr ict ion,  since a well known t rans format ion  can  be done  f rom programs wi th  i f -then- 
else to p la in  syntax  by  fo ld ing them into new predicates.  Also,  cut  ( " : " )  is not  con-  
s idered in the syntax.  It will be regarded,  for  our  purposes,  as a side.effect bui lt - in.  
Const ra in ts  will be also regarded as bui lt- ins.  Negat ion  by  fai lure wil l  be regarded as a 
meta-cal l .  The  t reatment  o f  bui lt - ins,  meta-cal ls ,  and  side-effects wil l  be cons idered  later. 
6 Note that tl,¢ &-Prolog language is rich enough to express unrestritted and-parallelism through the use 
of wait primitives 1571. and at levels of granularity other than the goal level. However. as mentioned before. 
there is an efficiency penalty associated with this. 
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2.2. bzdependence in l~gic progr,,ms 
As ment ioned in the int roduct ion ,  independence refers to the cond i t ions  that  the 
run- t ime behav ior  o f  the goal3 to be rm'  in paral lel  must  sat isfy in o rder  to guarantee  
the correctness  and (t ime) efficiency o f  the para l le l izat ion with respect to the se- 
quent ia l  execut ion.  Correctness  is guaranteed  if the answers  obta ined  dur ing  the 
paral lel  execut ion are equiva lent  o tho~e obta ined  dur ing  the sequent ia l  execut ion.  
Efficiency is guaranteed  ;f the no " ' s low-down"  proper ty  holds,  i.e., if the ( ideal ized) 
paral lel  execut ion t ime is guaranteed  to be shorter  or  equal  than  the sequent ia l  ex- 
ecut ion time. Though and-para l le l  execut ion o f  goals can generate  speculat ive work  
in the case o f  fai lure, it has been proven in [45] that  when goals are independent  no 
s low-down occurs  even in this case. In formal ly ,  the general ,  intuit ive not ion  o f  in- 
dependence  that  we want  to character ize  can be expressed as fol lows: a goal  q is 
independent  o f  a goal  p if the execut ion ot" p does not "a f fect"  q. 
Definition 2.3 (Independent goals). Goal  g2 is independent  o f  goal  gL for  store c iff the 
execut ion of  (g2, c) does not  change the number  o f  computat ion  steps, nor  their  cost, 
nor  their  answers ,  w.r . t , the execut ion o f  (g2, c'),  for every store c' result ing f rom the 
execut ion o f  (g l ,c ) .  Goa ls  gl and  g2 are independent  for  c i f fgt  is independent  o fg2  
for  c, and  vice versa. Goa ls  in the set 1 = {gl . . . . .  gn } are pairwise independent  for  c 
iff for every g,- ~ I,  gi ~ I,  i ~ j ,  g; and  gj are independent  for c. 
The  cond i t ions  for  ensur ing  independence can be div ided into two main groups:  a 
prior i  and  a poster ior i  condi t ions.  An  a prior i  cond i t ion  is one that can be checked 
pr ior  to the execut ion o f  the goals involved,  and  thus can be used as run- t ime test. 
For  this to be possible, this cond i t ion  must  only  be based on the character ist ics  o f  the 
cur rent  store and  the var iables be longing to the goals to be run in paral lel.  As  a 
result,  a pr ior i  cond i t ions  are restr ict ive in the sense that  they can miss independent  
goals,  due  to the !:tck o f  in fo rmat ion  regar0 ing  their run- t ime behavior .  On the o ther  
hand a poster ior i  cond i t ions  can be based on the actual  behav ior  o f  the goals to be 
run in paral lel .  Th is  has  the advantage  that  the condi t ions  can be defined in such a 
way  that  fewer independent  goals  are missed. In fact, it is possible to def ine condi-  
t ions which are not  only sufficient but  also necessary for ensur ing  independence,  thus 
detect ing all i ndependent  goals. The  prob lem o f  course is that  it might  not  be pos- 
sible to check such cond i t ions  wi thout  actual ly  runn ing  the goals.  
Example  2.1. In the context  o f  LP,  the first not ion o f  independence was proposed  in 
[22,25] and  formal ly  def ined and  proved correct  in [43,45]. Th is  condi t ion  ~teferred to 
as strtc: independence) states that  two goals gt, g2 are independent  w.r.t ,  a given 
subst i tut ion 0 if  they do  not  share  var iables,  i.e. i f  vars(glO) N vars(g20) = 0, where 
I,ars(t) is the set o f  var iab les  in term t. For  example ,  whi le goals gl (x) and  g2(x) are 
independent  w.r.t ,  subst i tut ion 0 = {x/ i  } they are not  w.r.t ,  the empty  subst i tut ion.  
Note  that  strict independence is an a priori  condi t ion.  
Str ict independence was later general ized in [25,84,44,45] to different concepts  o f  
non-strict independence. The intuit ion behind such general izat ions is that  goals 
shar ing  var iables can still be run in paral lel ,  prov ided the b indings establ ished for 
those shared var iables sat isfy certa in character ist ics.  In part icu lar ,  non-str ict  inde- 
pendence in [44,45] requires that  at most  one goal  fur ther  instant iate  a shared 
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var iable,  and  that  no al iasing (of  different shared var iables)  be created dur ing  the 
execut ion o f  one o f  the paral lel  goals  which might  affect goals  to the right. Obvi -  
ously, this is an a poster ior i  condi t ion since the behav ior  o f  the goals  is taken intt~ 
account .  
Cons ider  the goals p ( X, Y ), q (Y ) ,  and  the program:  
p(X. Y): -  X = Y. 
q(X) :- X ---- a. 
It is easy to check that  p ( X. Y ) and  q ( Y ) are non-str ict ly  independent  for the empty  
subst i tut ion,  since onl~ q(X)  fur ther  instant iates X, and  the al iasing created by 
p (X ,Y )  does not affect two var iables shared by p (X ,Y )  and  q(X)  (only X is 
shared).  
Example  2.2. in the context  o f  CLP ,  several a pr ior i  and a poster ior i  condi t ions  have 
been def ined in [32,29], showing  also that  the LP not ions  can not  in general  be 
appl ied in this context.  The most  general  a poster ior i  condi t ion proposed  in this 
work  (referred to as search independence) states that  two goals g l .  g_~ are independent  
f rom a given const ra int  store c, if for any  part ia l  answer  p~ ofg~ for  c and  any  part ia l  
answer  p-_, o f  g2 for c, pj and p2_ are consistent.  In fact, this condi t ion  is not  only 
sufficient but  also necessary.  Note  also that the condi t ion  relies heavi ly on the run- 
t ime behav ior  o f  the goals. 
The most  general  a prior i  condi t ion proposed therein (referred to as projection 
htdependence) states that  goals g~ and g2 are independent  for  const ra in t  c if for any  
var iab le  x (5 vars(gl) n vars(g2), x is uniquely defined by c (g round in the LP  context) ,  
and  the const ra int  obta ined  by conjo in ing the project ion o f  c over  rars(g~) and the 
project ion o f  c over  t'ars(g2) entai ls (i.e. logically implies) the const ra int  obta ined by 
pro ject ing c over  tal:~'(gl ) U rars(g~_). For  example,  cons ider  the goals  gj (y), g2(z) and 
const ra int  c _= {y > x . :  > x}. The project ion o f  c over  {,v} is the empty  constra int  
O'ue. The project ion of t"  over  {_-} is also true. Since the pro ject ion o fc  over  {y,z} is 
also true, the condi t ion is satisfied and we can ensure tlzat gJCv),g,_(:) are search 
independent  for c. 
Unfor tunate ly ,  the cost o f  per fo rming  a precise project ion at run- t ime may be too  
high. A pragmat ic  solut ion [32] is to s impl i fy the run- t ime tests by just  check ing if  the 
var iables involved are " ' l inked" through the const ra ints  in the store, thus sacrif icing 
accuracy  in favor  o f  simplicity. In part icu lar ,  for the prev ious example,  y and  z are 
l inked ( through x) in the store, and  therefore gl (y),g_,(:) wotdd not  run in para' iet .  
in our  context ,  the paral le l izat ion process is parametcr i zed  by a part icu lar  not ion 
o f  independence.  For our  purposes,  the only requ i rements  are that  the independence 
condi t ion chosen guarantee  correctness and efficiency o f  the paral lel  execut ion o f  the 
goals  involved,  that  it can be used as a run- t ime test (i.e., is a priori) ,  and that  it 
satisfies what  we call the grouph)g properO', i f  the condi t ion is not  a priori ,  the so- 
lut ion is to first use compi le - t ime analys is  to infer as much in format ion  about  the 
run- t ime behav ior  o f  the goals as possible, i f  such in format ion  i,s enough to ensure 
that  the a poster ior i  condi t ions  are satisfied (i,e. that  the goals  are independent) ,  no 
run- t ime tests will be needed. Otherwise,  an a priori  condi t ion will then be used for  
the paral le l izat ion o f  the goals. 
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Definit ion 2.4 [Correct and efficient a priori  condition (i_cond)]. A set o f  condi t ions  
assoc iated to a pai r  o f  goals  g~ and g2, is an i_cond iff it can be eva luated  for any  
const ra in t  store and  if each cond i t ion  eva luates  to true for a given const ra int  store c 
then gl and  g2 are independent  for  c. 
The impor tance  o f  the a pr ior i  not ions  o f  strict and  link independence for auto -  
mat ic  para l le l izat ion does not  only come f rom their run- t ime efficiency. It is also due 
to the fact that  they satisfy the "group ing"  proper ty .  This  p roper ty  is impor tant  in 
that  it will a l low us to cons ider  condi t ions  between goals  pairwise, ra ther  than in sets, 
thus great ly  s impl i fy ing our  f ramework .  
Fl~finition 2.5 (Grouping set o f  conditions). Cons ider  the goal  g, the set o f  goals  
• -~" = {gl . . . . .  g~}, and  the set I = {i_cond(g~,g) I i ~ {I . . . . .  n}}. The set / i s  g roup ing  
Iff if each condi t ion  eva luates  to true for a given const ra in t  store c, then for any  
sequence G bui lt  f rom the goals in S, g and  G are independent  for  c. In o ther  words ,  
if for  any  such G, i _cond(G,g)  is equiva lent  to the con junct ion  o f  the condi t ions  
i_cond(gi,g) for  each g, in G. 
Example  2.3. A l though cond i t ions  based on strict and  link independence are 
group ing ,  cond i t ions  based on project ion independence do not  a lways  satisfy the 
group ing  proper ty .  For  example ,  for  the ar i thmet ic  l inear const ra in t  x +y  = z, 
a l though p(x) is pro ject ion independent  o f  p(.v) and o f  p(z),  p(x) is not  pro ject ion 
independent  o f  the sequence p(y) ,p (z ) .  
When sets o f  cond i t ions  are group ing ,  the condi t ion  between a goal  and  a set o f  
goals is s imply built f rom the con junct ion  o f  the i_conds of  the goal  with each o f  the 
goals  in the set. When sets o f  cond i t ions  are not  group ing ,  a much more  expensive 
cond i t ion  has to be built  and  tested at run-t ime.  Basical ly, for  each goal  which could 
run in paral lel ,  a set o f  cond i t ions  on this goal  w.r.t ,  all o ther  goals which can run in 
paral lel  with it should be tested. Such set, a l though obv ious ly  different f rom the 
s imple con junct ion  o f  the i_conds, can general ly  b¢ easily built  f rom them. However ,  
the extens ions to the f ramework  in the case o f  a poster ior i  or  non-group ing  condi -  
t ions are beyond the scope o f  this paper .  
A pr ior i  cond i t ions  also enjoy an impor tant  proper ty ,  which is formal ized in the 
fo l lowing propos i t ion.  
Proposi t ion 2.1. I f  gl and g2 are a priori  independent fo r  c. tht 9" art, also a priori  
imlependent fo r  an 3' constraint c' defined as c Act  A c2. where cl and c2 are constraints 
,vatisfying rars(cl ) c_ vars(gl ) and t,ars(c2) c t'ars(g2). 
Prov ing the above  propos i t ion  is s t ra ight fo rward  given the fact that  (a) pro ject ion 
independence is not  only sufficient but  also necessary for ensur ing a prior i  inde- 
pendence,  and  (b) if g, and  g:  are pro ject ion independent  for c, they are also pro-  
ject ion independent  for  any  such c', 
Note  that  the above  propos i t ion  does not  imply that  if  a part icu lar  i_cond is 
satisf ied in c it will a lso be satisfied in c'. Cons ider ,  for  example ,  the condi t ion 
i_z'ond(p(x), q(y))  def ined as "'x and  3' are strict independent  for store c and  x = f (a ) " .  
Al though p(x) and q(y) a le  a pr ior i  independent  for both  c ==- true and c' = x = b, 
i_cond(p(x), q(y)) holds for  c but  not  for c'. More  general  independence condit ions,  
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as those based on strict, l ink and  pro ject ion independence not ions,  sat isfy the above  
propos i t ion.  We call these condi t ions  reasonably general. We will use this concept  to 
s impl i fy the proo f  o f  correctness o f  the method proposed  in the next section. Note ,  
however ,  that  the crucial  po int  is that  Propos i t ion  2. I holds,  and  thus the method is 
still correct  for  "non- reasonab ly  genera l "  condit ions.  
3. Compi l ing logic p rograms into &-prolog:  Genera l  approach 
An  (&-) annotation is a t rans format ion  o f  a program into a paral lel  version o f  it. 
Assuming  an  appropr ia te  cond i t ion  and  run- t ime checks, the result o f  an annotat ion  
will then be an &-Pro log  program with paral lel  express ions each annotated  with an 
appropr ia te  test made out  o f  such checks.  
Cons ider  a set Cond of  first o rder  tb rmulae  ~ in which the sufficient cond i t ions  for 
independence on the goals o f  each c lause can be expres~s~.d. Also.  any  re levant in- 
fo rmat ion  on those goals cal, be captured  by fo rmulae  o f  Cond. The mapp ing  
i.x:ond : p(Literal) --~ p(Cond) U {false} provides the required cond i t ion  for  a given 
set o f  l iterals in the form o f  a set o f  a tomic  fc~rmulae, interpreted as their con junct ion  
(the checks),  o r  false. A character is t ic  o f  our  f ramework ,  thanks  to the group ing  
proper ty ,  is that  a lgor i thms only need to inspect cond i t ions  between two given goals. 
For  this reason,  we restrict the abo~,e funct ion to i_cond:Liter, l x Liter, I - - ,  
p(Cond) U {false}. 
Example  3.1. Conside," strict independence as def ined in the prev ious section. In 
the Herbrand domain ,  indep(x,y) is true if x and  3, -do not  share  var iables.  
Sufficient independence condi t ions  for  goals gl and  g2 can then be def ined 
as i_cond(gl,g2) = {indep(x,y) Ix E ~'ars(fl),y E , 'ar,(g2),.v y~- 3'} U {ground(x) Ix  E 
vars(gt ) f3 vats(g2)}, where ground(x) is in t roduced as an efficient run- t ime test for  
indep(x,x). Note  that,  in a pract ical  imp lementat ion ,  these condi t ions  can be reduced 
further ,  since for  example  indep(x,y) and indep(y, x) need not  both be considered.  
For  the sake o f  concreteness,  our  examples  and  per fo rmance  study will focus on 
strict independence for the Herbrand domain ,  using the checks defined in the pre- 
v ious example.  
3.1. Dependency graphs 
The first step in the annotat ion  is concerned with ident i fy ing the dependenc ies  
between each two goals in a clause and the min imum number  o f  tests for  ensur ing  
their  independence,  based on the sufficient condi t ions  appl icable.  Th is  step can be 
viewed as a compi la t ion  o f  p rograms into (condi t ional )  dependency graphs. Cons ider  
a relat ion prec C_ Literal x Literal which captures,  in the case o f  sequent ia l  ogic 
7 Though Cond is here defined over a first order language, its variabl,.~s are the program clause variables, 
which can be regarded as constants. If this is done. the "'first order'" formulation ismere syntactic sugar for 
a truly propositional language. 
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programs,  the left - to-r ight precedence relat ion.  A def in i t ion o f  cond i t iona l  depen-  
dency graphs,  which add i t iona l ly  provides a melhod  for the first step in the com-  
p i lat ion,  fol lows. 
Definit ion 3.1 (Condit ional  depende,wv graph). A cond i t iona l  dependency  graph  
(V ,E )  for  a given sequence o f  l iterals ~: . . .g , ,  is given by V---- {gl . . . . .  g ,} ,  and 
E = { (gi, gj. i_cond(gi, gi))  I {gi. gj } C_._. V. prec(g~, gj). i_cond(gi, g/) ~ @ }. 
Cond i t iona l  dependency  graphs  (CDGs)  are labeled directed acycl ic graphs  
DAGs .  Acycl ic i ty is guaranteed  by the precedence relat ion p,'ec. The label o f  an edge 
states the independence  cond i t ion  for the two goals connected  by the edge. I f  the 
cond i t ion  is satisfied, the two goals  are independent ,  i f the i_cond fails, the two goals 
are dependent  and must  be run sequent ia l ly .  The  d i rect ion o f  the edge indicates the 
prober  o rder  in which the goals  have to be executed. Note  that,  since i_cond includes 
sets o f  a tomic  fo rmulae  or  faLse, either  o f  these can be a label. For  the sake o'f 
conciseness,  we will somet imes regard edges labeled fa l se  as unlabeled.  Also, stnce 
the empty  set o f  fo rmulae  is equ iva lent  o true. we will talk o f  t,Tte instead. Note  
however  that  f rom the def in i t ion o f  CDGs.  edges labeled t,Tte are dropped.  Th is  is 
because whi le for a false cond i t ion  the edge is still needed for ind icat ing the order  o f  
the cor respond ing  sequent ia l  execut ion,  for a successful cond i t ion  the edge is not  
needed anymore .  An impor tant  special case o f  CDGs are graphs  where cond i t ions  
are a lways false, i.e. dependenc ies  a lways hold.  In this case we will talk o f  Uncon-  
d i t iona l  Dependency  Graphs  (UDGs) .  This class o f  CDGs is very interest ing, since it 
a l lows to exploit  on ly  uncond i t iona l  paral le l ism, thus avo id ing  any overhead in- 
volved in the run- t ime checks.  
Example  3.2. Cons ider  the clause o f  the fami l iar  p rogram to solve the Towers  o f  
Hano i  p rob lem given below. Assume for s impl ic ity that its CDG has edges labeled 
fa l se  f rom the two bui l t - ins to any  o ther  l iteral on theic right (see Sect ion 3.2). The  
rest o f  the graph  is shown in the figure below. For  brevity in the ligure, for any  two 
terms s and  t we write i s t for i ,  dep( s. t ). and is for indep(s,  s ). Note that  for non-  
var iab le  terms s and t. eva luat ing  indep(s.  ~) requires pairwise eva luat ion  o f  the 
cond i t ion  for the var iables in each term. Thus.  given s = f(X. Y) and t = g(Z, W). 
the test i s t  is equ iva lent  o the test i (X .Y) (Z.W) and also to the set o f  tests 
{ ~xz, ixw, iYZ. ~Yw}. 
shanoi  (NO,A°B,C,M) :- 
NO ~ I. 
N is NO - i, 
shanoi  |N,A.C,B,R),  
shanoi  (N,B,A,C,S),  
append (R, [mv(A,C)] ,T) ,  
append (T,S.M). 
shanoi  (N,A,C.B.R) shanoi  (N.B.AoC,S) 
iA iC i ~ ' ~ S  
append (R, [mv(A,C) ] ,T) append (T°S.M) 
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Cond i t iona l  dependency  graphs,  as def ined, give a paral lel  execut ion model  for  
the bodies o f  the program clauses, i.e. for  and-para l le l i sm.  This  model  has  been 
def ined in [60] ~'s Max imal  Efficient Goal - level  Restr icted Independent  And-Para l -  
lelism, which we will call " ' / l -paral lel ism". It is max imat  within the limits ,~f being 
both  independent  and goal- level at  the same time, since goals  are executed as soon as 
they become independent .  Because it is independence-based,  it is also correct  and  
efficient. The  MEIAP  model  can be identif ied with the fo l lowing operat iona l  se- 
maa~tics for dependency  graphs.  Let a node be read)' i f  it has no incoming edges. 
Definit ion 3.2 (CDG operat iona l  semant ics) .  Given  a condi t iona l  dependency  graph 
(V, E),  paral lel  execut ion o f  the goals  to which nodes in V cor respond is achieved by 
repeated appl icat ion o f  the fo l lowing rules: 
• Goal  init iat ion: Cons ider  nodes whose incoming edges have source nodes which 
are ready.  I f  the cond i t ions  label ing all these edges are satisfied for the current  
store c, remove them all. Repeat  until no edges are removed.  Init iate all goals  g 
in ready nodes by execut ing (g, c~ in different env i ronments .  
• Node removaL" Remove all nodes  whose  cor respond ing  oals  have f inished execut-  
ing, and  their outcoming  edges. Add  the associated answers  to the current  store c. 
Note  that ,  given the form in which CDKSs are constructed, there is always at least one 
node which is ready: that which corresponds to the leftmost goal. Therefore. the execution 
model can always be initiated. The model is also corrc.~t w.r.t, sequential execution. 
The  proof  o f  correctness is based on the special propert ies  o f  a pr ior i ,  g roup ing  
independence condi t ions  and,  in part icu lar ,  on the character ist ics  o f  the const ra ints  
that  can be added to the store by goals  which are independent  unde[ such not ions.  
G iven  a set o f  cond i t ions  / which i,s g roup ing  for a goal  g and  a set o f  goals  
S = {gt . . . . .  g,  } the fo l lowing result ensures that if each i _cond(g, ,g)  in I is satisfied 
in store c, they will a lso be satisf ied in any subsequent  store c' result ing f rom the 
execut ion in c o f  some o f  the goals in S. This will later a l low us to prove that,  at any  
point  in the execut ion,  the independence condi t ions  between each two ready goals 
are satisf ied for the current  store. 
Lemmll 3.1. Cons ider  g, the set o f  goals  S = {gl . . . . .  gn}, and  the g~-ot~ping .set I o f  
correct, efficient and rea:iotuubi)" general a priori  cm~ditiot~r { i "_cond(g,, g) I g, E S }. I f  ever)' 
condition in I is. satisfied in store (', th£~t fo r  ever)' seqttence G b, i l t  f rom the goals in S, amt  
fo r  ever)' store c J obtained b), the ~:x'ecution cy(  G, c), ea(h condithm in I is still,~tti~fied in c'. 
ProoL  Since the set / is grouping,  the condi t ion i_cond(gl  . . .  gn, g) ,  is equiva lent  o 
the con junct ion  o f  the condi t ions  in !. and  thus it is satisf ied in store (-. Since the 
cond i t ions  are reasonab ly  general ,  i _cond(g i . . .g , ,g )  is also satisfied in any  c" 
obta ined  by execut ing any  goal  defined over  a subset o f  var iables in either g l .  • • g,, or  
g, and  in part icu lar ,  in the store c' obtai:~ed by the execut ion o f  (G. c). Thus,  every 
condi t ion  in / is also satisfied in such c'. I-! 
G iven the above  result, it is s t ra ight fo rward  to prove that  if the condi t ions  for the 
pairwise independence o f  a set o f  goals  S are satisfied in store c, the condi t ions  are 
also satisfied in any  store obta ined by execut ing in c some goals in S. 
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Coro l lary  3.1. Consider the set o f  goals S = {g~ . . . . .  g~ }, and the grouping set I o f  
correct, efficic.nt and reasonably get~eral a priori  conditions { i_cond(gi, gj) 
[g  i, g) ~ S, i ~ j} .  I f  each condition in ! is satisf ied ht store c, then Jbr an~, seqtwnce 
G built f rom goals in S. each cmldition in I i~" satisf ied in any store c' obtained f rom the 
execut ion o f  ~G, c). 
Let us now prove that ,  at any point  in the execut ion,  the independence condi t ions  
between each two goals  determined as ready by the model  are satisf ied in the current  
const ra in t  store c'. 
Lemma 3.2. Consider a CDG obtained by applyhtg an a priori, reasonab!..v general, 
grouping ~totion o f  indepe,utence to the sequence gl . . .  g, .  Let c' be the curret~t c¢;i~straint 
store obtained aring the execution o f  the graph followi~;g the CDG operational semant,cs. 
For ever), two ready goals g~ anti gj. ! <~ i -: j <~ n, i_cond(gi, gj) is satiAJied in c'. 
Proof.  Let us prove this by induct ion.  
• Base case: Let c' be the initial store c. By definit ion o f  the model ,  for  each ready 
goal  gj and  each goal  g~, I <~ i < j ,  i_cond(g~, gj) is satisfied for  c. 
• Induction step: assume that  at  some prfint o f  the execut ion the current  store is c', 
and  the set o f  ready goals is Rota. By hypothes is  o f  induct ion,  the independence 
cond i t ions  between each two ready nodes  in R,,ht are satisfied in c'. I f  (a) a goal  
in it iat ion step is then per fo rmed,  a new (possibly empty)  set o f  ready goals R,¢~ 
will be found.  By definit ion o f  the model ,  for each ready goal  gj E R,~, and  each 
goal  g ,  i < j ,  i_cond(g~, g~) is satisf ied for c'. Thus,  the independence condi t ions  
between each two goals  in R,¢,. are satisfied for  c/. Fur thermore ,  since for every 
g~ E Rota and every gj E R,¢, we have that  i < j ,  then every i_cond(g~, gi) is also sat- 
isfied in c'. Thus ,  all independence cond i t ions  between each two ready goals  in 
Rota U R .... are satisf ied for c'. I f  (b) a node remova l  step is per fo rmed,  then the 
answers  cor respond ing  to some goals  in R,,ta which have finished are added to c' 
obta in ing  the store c", and  the assoc iated ready nodes e l iminated.  By Coro l la ry  
3.1, the independence cond i t ions  between each two ready goals which have not  
been e l iminated are still satisfied t ,  ,/'. [] 
We can now prove  the main  correctness  result. 
Theorem 3.1. Correctness o f  the C'DG operational semantics. Consider the CDG 
obtained by applying an a priorL reasonably genera l  grouping noticm o f  imlependence 
to the sequence gl . . .  g, .  Any  execution obtained h.l' applying the CDG operational 
semantics to the graph with initial store c is correct and efficient w.r.t, the sequential  
execut ion o f  ~gl . . .  gn, c). 
Proof.  Let us prove it by induct ion on the number  o f  goals in the sequence g, . . .  g,,: 
• Base case." By definit ion o f  the model  g, is ready and  will be executed in stor{ c. 
This execut ion is obv ious ly  identical  to the sequent ia l  one. 
• Induction step; assume that  the CDG operat iona l  semant ics  is correct  for the se- 
quence g; . . .g,,_~. Let c' l~e the store in which goal  g,  is executed,  accord ing  to 
the CDG operat iona l  semantics.  By def init ion o f  the model ,  g ,  has become ready 
in c' and  thus all goals  in the seqoence g, . . .  g,_ ~ must  be either a l ready init iated, 
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or ready to be in i t iated in c'. Therefore,  the execut ion o f  goals in the sequence 
g, ...g~_~ cannot  be affected by the execut ion ofgn and  thus, by  induct ion  hypoth -  
esis, it is ident ical  to the sequent ia l  execut ion.  By Lemma 3.2 the set o f  indepen-  
dence cond i t ions  between each two ready goals is satisf ied in c'. S ince  the set o f  
cond i t ions  is grouping,  by def in i t ion o f  independence,  the execut ion o f  (g,,, c') is 
ident ical  to that o f  (g,, s') where s' is obta ined  f rom the execut ion in c' o f  any  goal 
in {g~, . . . ,  gn- ~ } which have not  f inished yet. Since c' I,as been obta ined by add ing  
to c the answers to the goals in {g~ . . . .  , g~_ ~ } which have a l ready f inished, and  we 
have a l ready proved that  such answers are ident ical  to those in the sequent ia l  ¢x- 
ecut ion,  s' is equiva lent  o s and  the induct ion  is proved.  [] 
The CDG model  is " 'max imal "  in the sense that  goals are run in paral le l  as soon as 
they become independent .  However,  this requ i rement  can be dropped,  a l lowing a 
more  general  mode l  in which ready goals are ensured to be independent  i f run in 
paral lel ,  but  they are not actual ly  required to be run in paral lel .  In fact, any  possible 
correct goal- level paral le l  (or even sequent ia l )  execut ion is al lowed. In part icular ,  
given a non-s impl i f ied graph,  a paral le l  express ion s imply  cor responds  to a part icu lar  
execut ion o f  the graph in the above model :  that which is obta ined  fo l lowing the 
part icu lar  heurist ic  o f  the annotator  being used to bui ld  the paral le l  expression.  
Prov ing the correctness o f  a non-max imal  mode l  is s t ra ight forward  since, given 
the above  two lemmas,  and  the fact that  they hold  even if  the mode l  is not  max imal ,  
we can conc lude that,  once a goal  g has been determined  ready for store c', its ex- 
ecut ion in c' is ident ical  to its execut ion in any  subsequent  store obta ined by the 
mode l  whi le g is still ready. 
Note  that CDGs can also represent &-Pro log c lauses that are a l ready annotated.  
Since any  goals jo ined  by "'&" can be run in paral lel ,  the i_cond for these is true, and 
therefore no edge exists in the cor respond ing  CDG.  I f  the paral le l  express ions are 
embedded in either a CGE or  an if-then-else, the i_cond label ing the cor respond ing  
edge is precisely the cond i t ion  in that cond i t iona l  structure. It is easy to see that such 
a CDG is equiva lent  to the (paral lel)  operat iona l  semant ics  o f  the given clause. Also,  
cons ider  a CDG for a given clause, and  another  one which has either more  edges or 
larger labels in some edges (a label  1' is larger than another  one 1, 1 ~< 1', iff !' --, 1). 
We call such a CDG a super -C IX3  o f  the or ig inal  one. it is obv ious  that super -CDGs 
are correct, as long as the or ig inal  ones are. 
Defmltima 3.3 (Super-CDG).  The CDG ( V, E') is a super -CDG o f  the CDG ( V, E) iff: 
( i )  all edges in E are in E', modu lo  labels, and  (2) for all edges in E with label 1 the 
cor respond ing  edge in E' with label !' is such that 1 ~< 1'. 
3.2. Dealing with non-pure Jbatures and built-ins 
It must  be taken into account  that. in general ,  side-effects cannot  be a l lowed to 
execute freely in paral le l  with other  goals. In order  to avo id  their  paral le l izat ion,  the 
annotat ion  can use the in fo rmat ion  der ived by an ana lyzer  which propagates  the 
side-effect character ist ic  o f  bui l t - ins y ie ld ing side-effect procedures (see e.g.[57]). 
Qui te  powerfu l  so lut ions exist for dea l ing with side-effect bui l t - ins and  procedures 
(e.g.[18,57,34]). In our  f ramework ,  there is an  elegant solut ion which can be def ined 
in terms also o f  a not ion o f  independence,  Note  that  some side-effects are themselves 
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hldependent  ( lbr  example ,  wr i t ing to different files) and  could be cons idered for  
paral le l  execut ion.  A suitable analys is  for these cases, as well as def ining a set o f  
cond i t ions  which a l low captur ing  them, will make  our  f ramework  readi ly appl icable 
also to the parai lel izatio;" o f  side-effects. For  simplicity,  however ,  the ( instances o f  
the) a lgor i thms we have studied sequential ize side-effects. Sequent ia l i zat ion can be 
achieved by sl ightly mod i fy ing  the bui ld ing process o f  the CDG assoc iated to a 
clause, so that  every edge connect ing  a side-effect l iteral is labeled with fa l se .  
Definit ion 3.4 (Annotat ion  j ront -end) .  The CDG (V ,E )  cor respond ing  to a g2ven 
sequence o f  l iterals gl . . .  g,, is given by V = {gl . . . . .  g ,  }, and E = { (gi, gj, l abe l  
(gi. g l ) )  [ {gi,gi} c_ V, prec(g i ,g i ) ,  labe l (g i ,gy)  7/= 0}, and  
fa l se  i f  g, or  g1 is a goal  with s ide-effects,  
labe i lg , ,  g, ) : I. i_cond(g,,  gj) otherwise.  
In the fo lk  wing we ,viii denote  by cdg(L i t )  the funct ion which computes  the CDG 
correspondi r tg  to the sequence o f  l iterals Lit accord ing  to the above  def init ion. Note  
that  the abo~e de' Jn i t ion is just  a modi f icat ion o f  Def in i t ion 3. I for  the case in which 
side-effects a re a ' Jowed.  
Some limi~ ..3 knowledge regard ing  the granu lar i ty  o f  the goals,  in par t icu lar  the 
bufi',-n~a, is ~ , . i  ;n the paral le l izat ion task. Built- ins which are known to have enough 
swe to ~." worti~ fork ing  in paral lel  are cons idered for  paral le l izat ion.  Those  'which are 
ki;o~,;.i| tO be " 'smal l"  a re  not.  Meta-ca l ls  arc sequent ia l izcd unless the cal led goal  is 
avadab le  in the rwoV," ~:~ text or  their independen~:c can be othe~xvise determined.  
3.3. L ineari=alton o f  a depeodency  graph 
The second step o f  the t rans format ion  will compi le  a CDG :,~to a l inear expres-  
sion which w;,il then be used as the cor respond ing  restr icted &-Pro log  clause body.  In 
do ing  this. dependenc ies  represented in the CDG must  be satisfied. Th is  step is in 
general  non-determin ist ic :  several  different annotat ions  are possible. G iven  a clause, 
its CDG is determinist ica l ly  built, and  f rom it, the cor respo i :d ing  &-Pro log  c lause is 
reconstructed.  Dif ferent heurist ic a lgor i thms implement  different strategies to select 
among all possible paral lel  express ions for  a given clause. 
The back-end  o f  the t rans format ion  is parameter i zed  by a funct ion exp. The 
funct ion exp can be instant iated to a par t icu lar  a lgor i thm for annotat ion ,  such as one 
o f  those descr ibed in the fo l lowing sections. 
Definit ion 3.5 (Annotat ion) .  Given a F rogram clause C, an annotat ion  o f  it yields an 
&-Pro log  c lause C' = annotate(C) ,  where annotate(h)  := h, annotJre(h: - g) = h: -- g, 
and annotate(h:  - gl . . . . .  g , )  = h: - exp(cdg(  gt . . . . .  g~) )). 
The a lgor i thms we present are focussed on preservit~g all the avai lable /~-paral- 
lelism in the input  graph,  it is c lear that  in o rder  to achieve this, a goal  should  be 
in i t |ated as soon as all goals  on which it depends  have finished execu~ting. All  de- 
pendencies are captured  in the dependency  graphs ,  therefo.-e a desirable object ive in 
the annotat ion  process wou ld  be to l inearize a grap?~ in s~tch a way that  no inde- 
pendent  goals are executed sequential ly.  Graphs  which c~n bc linear,?.ed wi thout  loss 
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of  it-parallel ism will be cal led/a-graphs. A lgor i thms which decide if this is possible 
for the case o f  UDGs and CDGs will also be presented. 
3.4. The role o f  program analysis 
In general, the independence condit ions (as defined by i_cond) are generated in 
such a way that for any substitution, i f those condit ions are satisfied, the literals are 
independent.  However, when considering the literals in the context of  a clause and 
within a program, the condit ion can I~.: ~raplif ied since independence then only needs 
to be ensured fol those substitut ions that can appear  d in ing  execution o f  that 
program. Furthermore,  i f the class of  admissible queries to the program is speviF, ed 
in some w~y, then only the subst itut ions which might appear  in the executioa o f  
those queries need be considered. This observai ion is the basis of  the role of  program 
analysis within the t ransformat ion process. 
The independence om';itions can thus be simplified, or el iminated altogether, by 
using compile-t ime informat ion provided either by the user or by an analyzer. Labels 
in the CDG can be simplif ied based on this information:  i f  a condit ion is ensured to 
succeed, it is removed from the label; if a condit ion is ensured to fail, the label can be 
reduced to fa lse.  If the label becomes the empty set (i.e. it is reduced to t ru~ ), the 
edge can be removed. On the contrary., ii' it is reduced to fa lse,  the edge becomes 
uncondit ional .  
In the algorithms that we will propose, whether the CDG is already simplif ied or 
not is immaterial .  Given a condit ional  graph for (part of) a clause C, its labels can be 
simplif ied based on the avai lable information,  prior to its l inearization. However, it 
is worth noting that condit ioas can also be improved further in the back-end of  the 
paral lel ization process: after a l inear exprcgsion is built, the condit ion can possibly be 
reduced again. Both simplif ications are parameterized by a function improce, Con- 
sider a proposit ional  logic language in which the condit ions can be expressed (e.g., 
the set Cond of Section 3). The compi le-t ime informat ion is translated into such 
language, captur ing the subset of  the compile-t ime informat ion which is relevant for 
independence d t~,x'tion, in this context, we say that improve(c, i) = c" i f  the simpli- 
fication of  condit ion c with (translated) informat ion i yields the new condit ion c'. 
The only correctness requirement on the function improre, is that the proposit ional  
formula c can be proved from c' A i (see [9,13]). 
The updat ing of  a set of  edges of  a CDG ( V, El, identified by their source vertices 
V~ c_ V, w.r.t, some informat ion (condition) c is given by a function update: 
update( (V ,E) ,Vt ,c )  = (V , (E \  {(g,,g', l)]g, E /'i}) 
U {(gl ,g.  1') ] gl E Vi. (gl .g.  I) E E, l" = intprore(l,c) ~ true}). 
We assume that the avai lable information is valid before executing each goal g in the 
program, and denote it by Jt"(g). Therefore, the correctness requirement over 
impr~re is also enough for update, as long as the informat ion c is valid for all g, E ~.  
This requirement is also appl icable to the initial simplif ication of  a CDG (V, E) w.r.t. 
the information available: since it is just the result o f  applying update(  V, E), 
~}, ,~ ' (g ) )  for all g E V. 
Example 3.3. Consider the clause in Example 3.2 and its CDG.  Local analysis can 
infer that N is a ground variable, and that R, S, and T are not aliased to any other 
- .  
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var iab le  until  the po int  o f  their  first occurrences.  Moreover ,  g lobal  analys is  can infer 
f rom other  c lauses in the program that  A, B, and  C are ground variables.  The CDG 
af ter  s impl i f icat ion is shown below. 
shano i  (N .A ,C ,B ,R)  
f~al~ false 
append (R. [mvlA. C ) l ,T  
shano i  {N,B.A,C,  S~ 
falser_ 
append (T,S,M) 
Note  that ,  o f  the or iginal  edges, three o f  them have been dropped,  and  the rest 
have become uncondi t iona l .  
For  non-group ing  condi t ions  the s impl i f icat ion process is different. A l though 
cond i t ions  can be reduced to false before r par t icu lar  annotat ion  o f  the clause 
has been chosen,  no condi t ion  can be reduced to true until  the l inear express ion is 
built. This  is because,  in o rder  to bui ld the final condi t ions  that  will appear  in the 
l inear express ion,  we must  first know which goals are possibly going to be run in 
paral lel.  
4. Unconditional paralleli:~m: Compiling UDGs 
UDC,  s a l low explo i t ing uncond i t iona l  paral le l ism. Note  that,  even if the result o f  
the f ront -end descr ibed before is not a UDG,  it can be turned into a UDG on 
purpose  with the a im o f  only explo i t ing uncond i t iona l  paral lel ism. The rat ionale  
behind this is to avo id  the overhead int roduced by the run- t ime checks. We first turn  
our  a t tent ion  to this class o f  CDGs.  We will first descr ibe an a lgor i thm which checks 
if  a UDG is a I t -graph.  Then,  for  UDGs which are known to be u -graphs ,  we define 
an a lgor i thm to actual ly  do  the compi la t ion ,  which we call the UDG a lgor i thm.  
F inal ly ,  for UDGs which are not  9 -graphs  we also present extensions to the UDG 
a lgor i thm which alilow to compi le  them. For  clarity, the label fa l se  present in all 
edges o f  a UDG will be dropped,  all edges thus now being unlabeled.  
4. !. Decid ing , 'hether  a UDG i.~ a l i -graph 
The basic idea behind the decision a lgor i thm is as fol lows. Let UDG G : (V .E )  
be closed under  transit iv i ty (i.e. E =-- E ' ) ,  let P bc the set o f  ready nodes in G, and 
Q -- v \ P. Invest igate whetb.er the subgoa ls  in Q can be executed in paral lel  with or 
~;hould sequent ia l ly  fo l low the subgoals  in P. As a result, the set Q can be part i tk ,  ned 
so that  for  each part i t ion there is or:ly a subset o f 'P  on which the e lements o f  the 
par t i t ion  dep~.'nd. This induces another  (pseudo- )par t i t ion  i  P: that  o f  the corre-  
spond ing  subs~'ts (which may not  be disjoint). For  the UD~ to be a / l -g raph ,  these 
sets have to be either pairwise disjoin,' or  subsets o f  one another .  I f  this is so, check if  
the sub-UDCis  i i :duced by the partititan o f  Q sa~.tisfy these condi t ions  again.  All the 
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sub-UDGs should  satisfy these cond i t ions  o that the given U IX3  is a /z -graph.  Note  
that the fo l lowing results hold for trar~sitively c losed UDGs.  
We first define the par t i t ion ing o f  the UDG.  and  discuss its character is: ics.  Let P 
be the ~t  o f  ready l iterais computed  by the funct ion ready(G) -- {p E V[¢x  E 
V (x. p) ~ E}. Cons ider  the set Q = v \ P o f  dependent  goals. For  each q, 6 Q, the 
set d,(q~) = {p E Pi(p,q~) ~ E)} is not empty.  Let Cocer(P)  = {~(q,) E 2e[q~ ~: Q} = 
{P~ . . . . .  P,}, i.e., there is at least one l iteral in Q for each o f  these P, which depends  on 
all e lements  o f  P,. These l iterals are grouped together so that  VP~ E Cover(P) ,  
Dep(Pi) = {q E QI~, (q) := P~ }, i.e. Dep(/~) is the set o f  all vertices in Q that must  wait  
for all vertices in ~ (and only ihose, out  o f  the vertices in P) to f inish execut ing before 
their  execut ion can b~ init iated. 
The  fo l lowing results ho ld  direct ly f rom the def in i t ion o f  Cover(P) and  Dep(P~) for 
P, ~_ Cot'er(P). They are inst rumenta l  in determin ing  i f the given UDG is a/~-graph.  
Lemma 4.1. For any P,, Pj in Cover(P), (i ~ j =~ Dep(Pi) (3 Dep(Pj) -- (~). 
Proof .  Cons ider  {P/.P/} C Corer(P)  s.t. Dep(P , )nDep(Py)~ c~. This  means  that 
-dq C Q. q E Dep(P , )NDep(P j ) ,  and therefore d (q) - -P /  and ~(q)=P j .  Hence.  
P, = Pj, which is a contradict ion.  [] 
Lemma 4.2. For each non-inter.~ecting pair  o f  sets P,, P~ in Cover (P) ,  there are no 
edges between a vertex in Dep(P~) and a rertex in Dep(ej) .  
Proof. Cons ider  two dis jo int  sets P,, Pj i n  ( 'm'er(P).  and assume that there exist two 
vertices u E Dep(F'i). t" E Dep(P  i) s.t. (u. t') E E. Since there exists w E P~ s.t. 
(w. u) ~ E. then by virtue o f  transit iv ity.  (w. c) c E, and therefore r ~ Dep(P,). But 
this contrad icts  the fact that Dep( P,. ) n Dep( Pj ) = ~. rq 
In ti:is contex t, no loss of / t -para l le l ism can occur when convert ing the graph into a 
l inear (pa,'allel) expression, if  and only  i f  the fo| lowing condit ions hold. Basically. for 
each P, E Corer(P),  the l inear expression should satisfy the fol lowing requirements:  
• There  should  be "'&'" operators  between all the e lements  o f  P~ so that they can be 
run in paral lel .  Addi t iona l ly ,  all e lements  o f  P shou ld  execute in paral le l  as well. 
• "i he subexpress ions  invo lv ; .g  e lements o f  Dep(P,) should  sequent ia l ly  fol low the 
subexpress ions involv ing e lements  o f / ' , ,  and  not o f  P \ P,. Also.  they should  se- 
quent ia l ly  fol low the subexpress ions  o f Dep(P,) for each Pj C P~. 
Let us now in formal ly  discuss how to determine i f  a UDG satisfies these re- 
qui rements.  F rom the def in i t ion o f  the e lements o Corer(P) .  it a lways holds that for 
all Pi, P., in Cot'er(P), Pi ~ P,_ and either: 
I .  P~ nP~ = (O, o r  
2. P jn  P_- = P , .  o r  P, r l  P2 = P-,. or  
3. Pt NP~ = P s.t. P~=O,P~ Pt ,P~ P~_. 
Cons ider  a UDG ~i th  Cocer(P) : {Pi.P_,}. I f  :hese sets are in the first case, 
it is obvious that the subexpress ions f.,r P~ t_J Dep(P~ ) and  P_, U Dep(P~_) can be 
paral lel ized, thanks  to the above two lemmas.  No  loss o f / t -para l le l i sm occurs in this 
case i f  it does not occur for the two subexpress ions,  i.e. i f  the UDGs tbr  Dep(P~ ) and 
Dep~P,_) are also l~-graphs, in the second case. let P~ n P_, = P~. Since the e lements o f  
Dep(PI ) should  not wait for e lements in P., \ P~ and all e lements  in P_. \ P, must  run in 
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paral le l  with those in Pj, there should be a subexpress ion for  Pt c3 Dep(Pt ) in paral lel  
with that  for  Pz \ PJ. Cal l  this (part ia l )  expression Exp. Since the ei,:,.':qents in Dep(P,) 
have to wait  for  all e lements  in P, (which includes P~ ), the subexpress ion for  Dep(P2) 
can only  sequent ia l ly  fol low Exp. This does not lead to a loss o f / t -para l le l i sm iff each 
e lement  of  Dep(P,.) depends  on all e lements ofDep(Pi  ) (and,  as before,  the UDGs for  
Dep(P~) and Dep(P,.) are also / t -graphs).  In the third case, the express ion should 
a l low P. P,_ \ P, and Pi \ P to run in paral lel .  A lso it should guarantee  that  Dep(Pt ) 
does not  wait  for P_, \ P, and  Dep(P,_) does not wait  for Pi \ P. There is no express ion 
which satisfies this. 
We now formal ize the above  reasoning.  First,  if the UDG is a l~-graph, then the 
third case above  cannot  occur.  This is stated in the fo l lowing result. 
Lemma 4.3. /.f the given UDG i,: a t~-graph, then for  each Pj, P~ in Cot,er(P), either 
• P, nP j=O,  or 
• P, c P/. or  P, c P,. 
Proof .  Assume that there exist dist inct sets P,, P) that  do not  satisfy the condi t ion 
stated.  Thus .  they are not  a subset on~ of  the other,  and  P~ n P~ : :  0. i f  both P /and  Pj 
are s ingleton dist inct sets. it can only  be that  P,- ¢3 Pj = 0. which is a contrad ic t ion .  I f  
one o f  them is a s ingleton set. say P ,  but  not  the other  one,  since P~ n Pj :~ 0, then 
P~ C Pj, which is also a contrad ic t ion .  I f  none is a s ingleton set, let w i thout  loss of  
general i ty ,  P/ ~ {Pi,P2}, Pj _~ {P2,P3}, d (q l )  = P /and  t,(q2) = Pj. I f the  UDG is a l l -  
g raph ,  its l inear express ion should al low (a) pt ,  p2, and  p3 to run in paral lel,  while (b) 
q; waits  on ly  fol Pl and  ,02, and  (c) q2 only for p2_ and ,03. There fore  the express ion 
should conta in  as subexpress ions  (a) pl~p2&p3, (b) ( (pt&pz) ,q J ) ,  and  (c) 
((pz&p3),q2), but no other  one. To  achieve this. cons ider  in t roduc ing  express ions 
(b) and  (c) within (a). In (a) ql should sequent ia l ly  fol low (pl&p2_) (but not  p3) while 
q2 sequent ia l ly  fol lows (/~-&P3) (but not  Pl).  No  parenther i za t ion  (o f  any permu-  
tat ion)  o f  (a) is possible which achieves this. f-I 
Also,  if the UDG is a / t -g raph ,  and  some elements Pt and  P_, o f  Cot'er(P) are in the 
second case above,  all e lements  o f  Dep(P,_) must  depend on all e lements o f  Dep(P~ ), 
as stated below. 
Lemma 4.4. i f  the given UDG is a/t-graph, then each Fair ei. Pj in Corer(P), suz'h tlutt 
Pi C Pj, .sglli~es the following condition: V,t '(u E Dep(Pi ) / \  t' E Dep(Pj ) ) =¢- ( (u, v) E E). 
Proo,'.  Assume that  there exist P,, Pi in Co¢'er(P) that  violate the above condi t ion.  
Wi thout  loss o f  general i ty ,  let P, _~ {pl}. Pj =-" {p, .p2}, 6"{ql) = P~ and ~,(q.,) = Pi- 
Since P ,  P2 do not  sat isfy the condi t ion,  the edge (qi,q2) does not  exist in the given 
UDG,  i.e. accord ing  to it, ql and  q: can execute in paral lel .  Also, ql should 
sequent ia l ly  fol low only P i ,  but  qz both p~ and p2. This means  that  (pl, (qig:q2)) and 
(P2, q2) must  be subexpress ions  o f  the result ing expression.  There  are only two ways  
in which the second one can be folded into the first one: either P2_ is a t tached to q2, or 
to pt .  In the first case, cons ider  the l inear express ion (Pl,qlg:(P2.qz))- it makes  p~ 
sequent ia l ly  fol low p~0 which cont rad ic ts  the condi t ions  in the UDG.  In the second 
case. cons ider  the l inear express ion (pl&:p~_, ql&qz),  it makes  ql sequent ia l ly  fol low 
Pz, which is also in contrad ic t ion .  []  
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Final ly,  the above cond i t ions  are not  on ly  necessary, but  also sufficient for a UDG 
to be a / t -g raph ,  as stated below. 
Lemma 4.5. I f  the conditions in Lemma 4.3 and 4. 4 hold fo r  a given UDG. and its sub- 
UDGs, then it is a l~-graph. 
Proof.  The result is shown to ho ld  by const ruct ing  the l inear expression.  Cons ider  the 
UDG G = (V ,E)  with associated P and Q. F rom Lemma 4,3, every two sets in 
Cover(P) are either dis jo int  or  one a subset o f  the other.  There fore  we can par t i t ion  
Cover(P) into max;real  subsets, each one  conta in ing  the e lements  o f  Cot'er(P) which 
are not  disjoint:  
Partition(Cover(P)) = { I t  C Cover(P) [ VP,~ 6 P/ it ho lds  that  
VPk 6 Cover(P) (P~ ~ P,' ---, Pk O P, = 0) and  
VP/ 6 Pt ~ '~ i-~ Pj C Pt vPj  C P, V_qP, 6 /~ (P,. UP i  C-_ ,~)) } 
For  every P te  Partition(Cover(P)). let Dep(Pt) = Ut,~e, Dep( P) Since for any  two 
elements Pt,,Ptz ~ Partition(Cover(P)). Dep(Ptl) fq Dep(Pt,_} ---- (0. by Lemma 4.2 no 
dependenc ies  xist for Dep(P:., ) on Dep(Pt,_). Let Partition( Co~'er( P) ) = {It, . . . . .  t=~, }. 
Then,  it is correct  to con~ert  G into tt,e l inear expression: 
(e-rp(G[~,uo~,(~,)) & . . .  & exp(Glt~.uo¢~,(~.~) ) 
and no loss o f  l , -paral le l ism occurs if no  loss occurs for each exp(Gla,,~tx.r~,)). Now,  
for ee.ch Pt = {Pt . . . . .  P,,} in Partitio,( Cover( P) ). either  (a) P, c - - - c  ,P,, o r  (b) 
_~P~ c Pt such that  VPj 6 Pt, j ~ k, Pj C P,. In case (a). by Lemma 4.4. it is correct  to 
conver t  Gf~,uo~r~,) into the l inear expression: 
((" "" (&r~e, P, exp(Glo~r~p,,))&'"" &'p:~l."~',e~ ,t P). exp(Glt.~.~.,:} } 
and no loss o f / t -para l le l i sm occurs,  in case (b). let Pm be the superset (i.e.. we. 
part ia l ly ,  o rder  Pt by inclusion).  Le: also P = I J,~ ll., " -a! P, and D = [.J,e!~,-i~ Dep(P~). 
Then  the l inear expression: 
(e.rp(G[y,~-6) &~(~.\-:~ P. exp(Gloer~e.,))  
is correct ,  and  no loss o f / t -para l le l i sm occurs  if  no less occurs  for erp(G]~=~). The 
same reason ing appl ies to the induced sub-UDGs,  which are guaranteed to at some 
po int  be par t i t ioned in sets which satisfy case (a) above.  [] 
The  compi lab i l i ty  decis ion a lgor i thm recursively checks the cond i t ions  in Lemma 
4.3 and  4.4 for the subgraphs  induced by the par t i t ions  in Corer(P). 
Algor i thm 4.1. Checking UDG contFilability. The a |gor i thp l  to check if a given UDG 
G ---- (V, £ )  is a . - -graph is as fol lows: 
func  t i on udg  i s_j , -graph(G): boo lean  
beg in  
Let  P = ready(G~ ,and Q = V \ P: 
I f  Q - (~ then  re turn  true; 
Let  Cot'er = Cot'er( P) = { P! . . . . .  P, } ; 
For  i :=  1 to n - I  do 
For  j :=  i + 1 to n do 
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I f  Pi f3Pj =P  s.  t .  P~-O,P~P i ,  P¢P j  re turn  false; 
I f  3u e Dep(Pi) 3v • Dep(Pj) (u, v) • E re turn  false; 
od;  
od;  
Answer  : -- true; 
i := I ;  
Repeat  
Answer  : -- Answer  AND udg_ is_  p-graph(GlDep(g)); 
i :=  i+ i ;  
unt i l  (A~swer  =false) OR (i > n): 
re turn  Answer ;  
end.  
Theorem 4,1. Correctness of  udg__is__g-graph. The algorithm returns the answer true iff 
the given UDG is a p-graph and the answer false iff it is not. 
Proof .  I f  the a lgor i thm returns true, then condit ions in Lemma 4.3 and 4.4 hold for 
the UDG and its subUDGs.  Then  from I_,emma 4.5, it is a p-graph. If it returns false, 
then some condition in Lemma 4.3 or 4.4 does not hold, and hence the UDG is not a 
p-graph. [] 
Example 4.1. Consider  the UDG shown in Fig. l(a~. We have V = {,4, B, C, D} and 
P={A,B} .  Hence, Q={C,D},  with 8 (C)={A},  and e~(D)= {A,B}. Hence 
Cover(P) : {{A},{A.B}}. Since g (C)C  ~(D) and (C,D) is an edge of  the given 
UDG.  the condit ions in Lcmma 4.3 and 4.4 are satisfied. 
We remove A, B and their edges from the graph. We have now V' --- { C, D} and 
the edge (C,D), with P '={C},  and LY= {D}, and 8(D)= {C}. Hence, 
Cover(P') = {{C}}. Since Cover(P') is a singleton set, the condit ions in the lemmas 
are trivially satisfied. We remove C and its edge from the graph. Now V"= P" :  
{D}, and Q"= ¢, and the UDG is found to be a g-graph. The corresponding ex- 
pression will be given in Example .1.4. 
Example 4.2. Cons ider  now the UDG in Fig. I(b), s imilar to the previous one. We 
have V = {A,B ,C ,D} and P= {A,B}. Hence. Q= {C,D}, with 8(C).---{A) and 
8(D) = {A,B}. Hence, Cover(P)= {{A}, {A,B}}. 
Cover(P) satisfies the condit ion in Lcmma 4.3. We have Dep({A}) = {C, D} and 
Dep({A,B}) = {D}.  S ince {A} C {A,B}, and C • Dep({A})  and D • Dep({A,B}) ,  
but (C, D) is not an edge in the given graph, the condit ion in Lemma 4.4 is violated. 
Hence, this UDG cannot  be a p-graph. 
A B ,4 B A B 
C ~ D C D E 
~a) (b) (c) 
Fig. !. Example UDGs. 
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Example  4.3. F inal ly,  cons ider  the UDG in Fig. i(c). We have V = {A,B, C ,D ,  E} 
and  P = {A, BoD}.  Hence.  Q = {C,E} .  Also.  d (C)  = {e/.B}. and  ~(E)  = {B.D}.  
Hence Cover (P )= {{A.B}, {B,D}}.  The e lements in Corer (P )  do aot  satisfy the 
condi t ion in Lemma 4.3. Therefore .  this UDG cannot  be a /~-graph.  
4.2. The UDG a lgor i thm for  I t -graphs 
This a lgor i thm compi les a UDG which is a #~-graph. into a l inear expression in 
such a way that  all the paral le l ism present in the UDG is preserved. "1"o do this. we 
will just  fol low the steps indicated by the proof  o f  Lemma 4.5 and milke use o f  the 
funct ion Partition defined within such proof .  
Algorit lun 4.2. UDG atmotati , ,n.  The express ion built b.~ the UDG a lgor i thm f rom a 
transit ively closed UDG G = (V.E)  which is l i -graphs,  is given by exp(G)  as lbl lows. 
fun  e t i o n e.rpt.'L,c;(G): e xp  r e s s i o n 
beg in  
Let  P = ready(G)  o.nd Q = /" \ P; 
I f  Q = 0 then  re turn  ( &t, ee  P ); 
Let  Partit ion = Par t i t ion(Corer (P) )  = { Partl . . . . .  Part,, }: 
For  i := I  to  n do  
Let  Parti = {P I . " "  ,Pro} s .  t .  VP&.PI e: Parti (Pk C P! --. k < !); 
I f  P, C ..- C Pm then  
A,,swe,',  • = ( ar~=e, P" erp~'D(;(Glo,.t,~p, ~) )" 
For  j : =2  to  m do 
• 'G |  • Answer ,  : ( dnswe#' ,  &l.<(#5\# 5 , i P .  tsicPl 7J l ;t  I th.p l / ; i  ) > 
od;  
e lse  
Let  1' ---- Ui~.:{l ..... - II pJ and  D -- U,...-{ I .... .li Dep(P, ) ;  
Answeri :  = (expc.o~;(GlT..j~) &r.:~e.\~l P" e.rpr o<;(Glth.p,~,>) )" 
f i ;  
od ;  
re turn  ( &,~',i,,,l Answer i  ); 
end.  
Theorem 4.2. Correctness  o f  UDG annotat ions .  The ,'.vecut&,,i ,:I" the ¢.¢l, ressions 
obta ined  b 3' the UDG algorithna is correct w.r.t, their .veq,sential semantics.  
Proof .  We only need to prove that the UDG for the obtain:-d expression is a super-  
UDG o f  the or iginal  one. The proof  o f  this is very similar to thut o f  Lemma 4.5, 
since the a lgor i thm fol lows exactly the const ruct ion  step.,, in that proof.  Since the 
i inear izat ions at each step are perfect,  no add i t iona l  edges e~ist in the result ing 
UDG.  In fact, the or iginal  UDG is exact ly preserved. 
Examlde  4.4. Cons idcr  a clause h:  - p (X) ,  q ( Y ) ,  r ( X ) ,  s £ X, Y) whose UDG 
cor responds  to that o f  Example  4.1 and  Fig. l(a).  with A=p(X) ,  B -q (Y ) ,  C=r(X) ,  
and  D- -s (X ,Y ) .  There are dependencies  for C on A, and  for O on A, C, and  B. 
There  is no dependency  for B on A. A lgor i thm 4.2 will compi le  this c lause as 
fol lows. We have Cocer (P )= {{A},{A, B}}, with Dep(P , )= Dep({A}) - - -{C} and 
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Dep(P2) = Dep({A,  B}) = {D}. Partition = {Cover(P)},  and the outer loop of the 
algorithm is performed only once for this single element. Since {A} c {A, 13}, 
Answert is first initialised to e~ = ( A, erpuotT(Gloep(e,) ) ). The inner loop is also per- 
formed only once, for {A. B}, giving Answer~ = (e l  & 13, e.rpvot;(Gloep~e,_))). 
Clearly, expcoa(GJo,;~lp,))=C, and e.xput~(Glo,,ple,_))=D. Therefore, the final 
expression is: 
h :- (p(X), r (X ) )  ~ .,(Y), s(X.Y). 
4.3. E.~tensions to the UDG Algor i thm 
In real program clauses, usually bodies are transformed to UDGs which are not 
transitively closed. Although the definition of a CDG implies that it will be transi- 
tively closed (because of  the prec relation), if the conditions labeling its edges can be 
found to be true, by ~implification based on available information, these labels will 
become empty sets, and the corresponding edges would then be dropped in the 
corresponding UDG.  The more accurate the information is, the more this case can 
happen. We will consider extending the algorithm to these cases. 
Algorithm 4.2 finds the best linearization of the dependency graph in such a way 
that no loss of !t-parallelism occurs. For this to be possible, we have seen that the 
body of  a given clause must satisfy certain conditions, which restrict the class of  
UDGs which can be handled by that algorithm. In order to extend the algorithm to 
deal with al| possible UDGs,  the following possible graph linearizations have to be 
considered (as subexpressions of the final result exp(G)): VPIP,. E Cover(P),  if 
(1) Pj c~ : ~, 
exp( G[ t,, uD,.pl ,,, ~ )) & e.vp( Gl  ~uL,,,t,( ~ ~ ) . 
(2) P~ n P, ---- P,, 
(a) Vql ~_ Dep(Pl)Vq-, 6 Dep(P2)((ql ,q2) ~_ E), 
;-;'cp( Gle, uo,.p(eL ~ ) & e.'cp( Gl~_\et ), exp( GlD~.i:(15_ ) ). 
(b) Vqt E Dep(Pt )Vq-, 6 Dep(P2)((ql .  q2) f~ E). 
(i) at the loss of parallelism between Dep(Pi)  and D,rp(P,) 
exp(Glaur,,v, te, ~) & exp(Gl~\,,,, ), e.vp(Glo, w~)) .  
(ii) at the loss of  parallelism b.et,~ ,~.:~ Dep(Pt ) and P2 \ Pt 
exp(Glp. ), exp( G[l.~.r, te II) & t , Glb,./,t,,_,~)- 
(c) =lqt E Dep(Pi)~q', ~_ Dep(P~.)((ql,q2), E E) but 2(a)does not hold, 
(i) at the loss of  parallelism between q2 ~ Dep(P~) and q~ E Dep(P~) 
s.t.(qt .q:) ~ E. 
exp( Gip,...,o,.rl e, )) & exp( Gl,o: \r,~ ), e.vp( GIr,,.,,,~ ) ). 
(ii) at the loss of parallelism between Dep(P~ ) and P2 \ P~, 
c:vp( Glp, ), exp( GlD~.p~e, ~ .O,.pI~) ). 
(iii) for Qt~ --- {qt E Dep(Pt)  I =tq2 ~- Dep(P~.)(qt,q2) ~_ E} and Q|! = 
Dep( P: ~ \ Qt~ ,
exp( Gl~,;uQ~: ) & exp( Gl~ \t~ ). exp( GlQ,, ) & exp( G l~v,~ )) 
at the loss of parallelism between Q~t and P2 \ Pt and also between Q~: and 
q2 ~ Dep(P,)  s.t. Vq~ ~ Dep(Pt )((q~. q-,) f£ E). 
(3) P~ r iP,  = P I P =fi O.P-~ P~,P =/= P,. 
exp( Glp,~p, ). exp( Gll.~..ptr; lut~..p(~  )
at the loss of parallelism between q2 ~. Dep(l:'~) and Pl C PI \ 
ql E Dep(e l )  and ~ E P2 \ P. 
P and also 
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Algor i thm 4.2 deals with cases (1) and  2(a). The natura l  extension o f  the algo- 
r i thm to be able to deal  with the whole  o f  Case 2 is to make it force the assumpt ion  
that  the required condi t ion in Case 2(a) ho lds  and  let it behave as in this case. This 
leads the extended a lgor i thm to fol low the s t rategy o f  cases 2(bXi) and  2(cXi). To  
make the extension complete,  it also has to deal  with Case 3, for  which the e lements 
PI and  P2 involved are cons idered as a single one and  replaced by PI O P_~. Note  that  
each o f  these extensions implies a loss o f  paral le l ism. 
The extension proposed  is the simplest one that  al lows the UDG a lgor i thm to deal  
with non-#-graphs .  However ,  there are o ther  p,3~si0iitties. It is interest ing to reason 
about  the execut ion cost o f  the paral le l  express ions that  can be obta ined.  It then 
turns  out  that  in general  it may be more  prof i table to per fo rm the extension in a 
different way.  This can be seen with a s imple exper iment .  Cons ider  all the possible 
paral lel  express ions listed above  for  a s i tuat ion like Case  2. Let us construct  the 
min imum sets needed to cover  all sub cases in that  case. These are PI = {pl }, 
P., : {Pl,Pz.}, Dep(P i )  = {q= } (Dep(P i )  = {qt l ,q l , .}  for  Case  2(c) and  Dep(P_~) : {qz}. 
The condi t ions  in each sub case o f  Case  2 then yield the fo l lowing expressions:  
2(b)(i) (P~, qt ) & p2, q',, 2(c)(i) 
2(b)(ii) Pl & P'_, ql & q2, 2(c)(ii) 
2(c)(iii) 
(,Pt-qll & ql") & P2_. qz. 
Pl & P:'_. qat &. (qi'_.q'_). 
(.oj,qi~) & P2_. qll & q:- 
We wou ld  like to eva luate  the cost o f  each o f  these expressions.  We assume that  
there is an upper  bound on the execut ion cost (i.e. the granu lar i ty )  o f  all l iterals. 
Since we are only  interested in the relative computat iona l  cost o f  the goals (whatever  
metr ic  is used to measure  it), we just  assign ~rb i t rary  units o f  "'size" to each goal ,  
f rom 1 to the upper  bound.  We then compute  the cost for  the express ion for  all 
possible combinat ions  o f  costs o f  the single goals  up to the upper  bound.  Note  that  
the exact value o f  the upper  bound is not  impor tant ,  but  ra ther  expresses the 
max imum difference in cost among the goals.  Tab le  I shows, for each paral lel  ex- 
pression,  the percentage o f  combinat ions  where  that  express ion gives the min imal  
cost. The  percentage includes s i tuat ions where more  than one expressior,  is best, and  
thus the total  percentage can add up to more  than  100%. 
Table  I 
Per fo rmance  test for  possi~,ie pw, ullcl express ions  
Max.  G .  Gra in  '¼, Best case %, Best car  
2(bXi) 2(bXii) 2(c Ri) 2{cHii) 2(c~ii i )  
1 0 !~)  I~)  i l)0 i~  
2 18 I~1) 78 78 78 
3 22 97 72 71 70 
4 23 95 7o 67 66 
5 24 94 68 65 64 
6 24 93 67 63 62 
7 24 92 66 62 61 
8 24 92 65 61 60 
9 24 91 65 60 59 
10 24 91 65 6O 59 
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From the table, our  prev ious choice o f  strategy,  2(c)(i), appears  as the best par-  
al lel ization s t rategy in Case 2(c). However ,  in Case  2(b), the second opt ion,  2(bXii), 
instead o f  the one we chose previously,  2(b)(i), behaves best. This is due to the fact 
that  this st rategy per fo rms a better  load ba lanc ing  o f  paral lel  tasks with goals which 
are a l ready  ba lanced (i.e. have a lmost  the same granu lar i ty ,  as with max imum grain 
o f  ! or  2) or  for which the differences in grain size are not  high. When a bigger 
difference is a l lowed ( increasing the max imum permi t ted  goal  cost) the average ef- 
ficiency o f  2(b)(ii) lowers a bit, while that  o f  2(b)(i) progress ively behaves better. 
Therefore ,  the best paral le l iza l ion strategies in o rder  to extend the UDG a lgor i thm 
seem to be those o f  cases 2(b)(i i) and  2(c)(i). 
It is wor th  not ing that  this result points  out  the impor tance  o f  hav ing granu lar i ty  
in fo rmat ion  on the l iterals being annotated ,  so that  the annotators  could take 
granu lar i ty  into considerat ioJ ;  in the load ba lanc ing  a lgor i thms.  Unfor tunate ly ,  
hav ing  good measures  for the gra , ,u lar i ty  o f  l iterals is a difficult task. 8 Deal ing fully 
with annotat ion  in the presence o f  g ranu lar i ty  in fornmt ion  is beyond the scope o f  
this paper :  in the absence o f  in fo rmat ion  on granu lar i ty ,  the paral le l izat ion st rategy 
o f  2(b)(i i) and  2(c)(i) shou ld  be pursued.  
4. 4. The UDG algorithm fiJr ::,.m-it-gr, q, hs 
We will now propose  an a lgor i thm a long  the lines discussed above,  Note  however  
that ,  even if  we assume the loss o f  paral le l ism which occurs  when cons ider ing sets o f  
Cm,er(P) pairwise,  there can be add i i iona i  losses when coupl ing express ions for any  
two sets together.  A radical  so lut ion to this is to cons ider  l iterals pair~,'ise, instead o f  
in sets. Dependenc ies  are cons idered in a l i teral-to- l i teral  fashion,  incrementa l ly  
creat ing the express ion f rom the one a l ready  generated  by in t roduc ing a new literal 
each t ime (an a lgor i thm in this style is presented in [14]). We take  a sim:.lar solut ion,  
but  appl ied to the sets o f  Cover(P).  We first o rder  Cm'cr(P)  so as to cons ider  each set 
af ter  its subsets have  been cons idered,  in o rder  to reduce the loss o f  paral le l ism, i.e. i f  
Col:er(P) ~ {PI, P2, P3 } s.t. PI C P2 C P.a, we cons ider  an express ion for  Pt and  P, apd  
app ly  the cor respond ing  strategy:  a f terwards ,  we cons ider  an express ion by add ing  P3 
to the prev ious one and  bui ld ing it by app ly ing  the st rategy based on the relat ions 
among P, and  P~, thus ignor ing those among Pj and  Pa. To  guarantee  that  we will 
only find sets which are either dis jo int  or  subsets o f  one another ,  we will mod i fy  
Corer(P)  in o rder  to first deal  with Case 3. The  modi f icat ion consists in recursively 
selecting two sets P,, Pj in t,'over(P) which are not  dis joint nor  subsets o f  one ano lher ,  
and  subst i tut ing them by their  union,  until  no more  such sets exists: 
Mod( [3 ' (C \  {P,, Pj} u {P~ u Pj }) 
Modiflj'(C) = if 3P~. Pj E C (P, n Pi = P --~ P ~ 0 A P ~- P, A P ~- Pi), 
C otherwise.  
Note  tlmt the result ing C' might  depend on the order  in which P~ and ~ are selected. 
For  example ,  cons ider  C = {PI,P,_,P~} with P~ = {Pl.l~_}. P-, = {Pa.P.~}. 
P.~ = {p,_.p.~.p4}. On  the one hand,  by selecting lirst P_, and  Pa we obta in  
"~ Although quite interesting progress has been made recently .~e [23.24,85] and their references. 
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C' = {e l ,P2  U P~} which cannot  be further modif ied.  On  the other  hand,  by select ing 
first Pt and P_, we obta in  C' : {PI u P,, P~} which  must  be further modifit~d, r,,~ulting 
in {P~ u P, U P3 }. This  suggests,  in view o f  the d iscuss ion o f  the prev ious sect ion,  that 
it is better to select the biggest P ,  P1 sat isfy ing the cond i t ion  in order to apply the 
modi f icat ion.  In our  imp lementat ion ,  the e lements  o f  Cover(P) are ordered by 
length, so that, in the prev ious example ,  the second alternat ive wil l  be taken. Ab-  
stra~;tion made o f  this issue, the a lgor i thm is as fo l lows.  
A lgor i thm 4.3.  Extended UDG annotat ion.  The express ion built  by the extended 
UDG a lgor i thm f rom a UDG G ---- (V ,  E)  is given by erp(G)  as  fo l lows.  
funct ion  exptv~;(G): express ion  
beg in  
Let  P = reat(v(G) and Q = V \P :  
I f  Q : 0 then  re turn  ( &l,'-.t" P ); 
Let  Partition = Par t i t ion(Modi ] f (  Corer (  P) ) ) : {Part! . . . . .  Part,  }: 
For  i : = i  to  ~ do 
Let  Parti = {Pt . ' "  ",Pro}. m~,t .  VP~,P  I 6 Pa,'ti (P~ C Pt - "  k < 1): 
I f  Pt C . . .  C I'm then  
A,,swe,~ :=  ( &r~e, P ): 
Qs : = Dep(Pt  ); 
For  each  3 : =2 to  m do 
I f  P/ and  Pi-I are  in  Case  2a  o:" 2e  then  
Answer l  : :  ( (Answer i .  ~:xT,vo<;(GlQ ~ ) ) &,.~.(t'.\t" t) P ); 
Qs : = Dep(Pi ) ;  
e lse  
,4n.vwe,;. :=  ( An.vwer, &r~t;',t~ ,~ P ); 
Qs : ---- QsUDep(P i ) :  
fi; 
od; 
Answe,'i :=  ( ~ns.'e,;-. ex;,t:1~;(GlQ.~) ): 
e lse  
Let  P---= Ui,_-{,..,,-.ll I~ ~.nd D = Ui~{,.. , ,--!} Dep(P/ ) ;  
Answer ,  "-- - (  t:vPt'm;(GlPoZJ) &mle.',P~ P" t:rPt:'n;(G]',,',,tt',) : 
f i ;  
od;  
re turn  ( &ll,rt,(Purtiti, m ,4nswel~ "]; 
cad .  
~rem 4.3.  Correctness  o f  extended UDG annotat ions .  The t..xe,'i,thm t~f the 
e.x-pressions obta ined  b 3, the extended UDG a lgor i thm is t'orl'¢'ct w.r.t, their .~equetttiol 
semantics.  
Proof.  We on ly  need to prove that the UDG for the obta ined express ion is a super-  
UDG o f  the original  one.  We first prove that it holds for the i f  statement for Q = 0. 
then that it ho lds  for the express io, : ;  !n the If  s tatement  o f  the inner For  loop.  then 
that it ho lds for those .in the If  s tatement  ~,f dlc outer loop.  and finally that it ho lds  
for that in the return s t , t tc~ent .  
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When Q ---= ql no edges exist in the or ig inal  UDG;  hence, the express;.on ( &~e p x 
. . . . .  he ~,ante UDG as the or ig inal  one. In the inner loop. note that  Qs a lways  
c, .:t:,'~s e lements  o f  Dep(P~) for some Pk's s.t. P~ C Pj for the current  j .  Answer~ 
• always cont,ik'as an express ion for such P~.'s and  possibly some o f  the cor respond ing  
Dep(P~)'s. in the " ' then"  part  ot" the I f  s ta tement  Pj \ P,--I is a l lowed in paral lel  with 
the goal  fo rmed by the sequent ia l  execut ion o f  Answer, and an express ion for Qs. No  
edges will exist in the cor respond ing  UDG between P, \ P, , and  the e lements o f  
.4nsu'eri and Qs.  which is to say o f  P~-'s and  Dep(P,) 's  s.t. P~ C P~. By const ruct ion  o f  
Partition and the Dep(Px.)'s. no edges exist between such e lements in the or iginal  
UDG.  For  the same reason,  the result ing UDG in the "'else'" part  does not  lose any 
edges in the or ig inal  one. either, in the outer  loop.  in the " ' then"  part .  an express'~on 
for qs  sequent ia l ly  fol lows Ansv'e,~. This can only have the effect o f  add ing  edges 
which were not  in the or ig inal  UDG f rom elements o f  some Pj's and  Dep(pi) 's  to 
some other  Dep(e,) 's  s.t. P, C P,. In the "'else'" part .  the only paral lel  express ion is 
between P UD and P,, \ P. Since P,, D P. and  no edges or iginal ly exist between 
Dep(P,) 6 D and P,. \ P. this does not  violate any  o f  the or ig inal  edges, either. Fi- 
nal ly, in the returned express ion e lements  o f  each A,swer~ are a l lowed in paral lel .  
Since the set Partition is bui lt  in such a way  that  each o f  the elements o f  Part, is 
dis joint with each o f  the e lements o f  Part i, where {Pa+'t,. PL, rti} ~ Partition. no ed~ges 
exist in the or ig inal  UDG between e lements o f  each o f  the Ans,'er, .  Thus .  the UDG 
o f  the result ing express ion is a super -UDG o f  the or ig inal  one. [] 
5. Conditional parallelism: Compiling CDGs 
Let us now turn our  a t tent ;on  to the ~,~neral case of  CDt'qs. Since we now have 
condi t ions,  the most  ambi t ious  s t rategy wou ld  be to try to exploit  all the avai lab le  It- 
paral le l ism in each o f  the s i tuat ions determined by the combinat ion  o f  the condi -  
t ions. Basical ly. the idea is to conver t  the given CDG into a set o f  UDGs.  each o f  
which is a dependency  graph cor respond ing  to one combinat ion  o f  t ruth values on 
tile cond idong label ing the edges of  the CDG.  It is easy to pro~,.e that  if  there is at 
least one feasible UDG which is not  a i t -graph,  then the given CDG is not  a l~-graph 
either. Also.  if the given CDG is a l i -graph,  then each feasible UDG must  also be a ;:- 
g raph.  
Example 5.1. Cons ider  a c lause whose body is a(X) .  b(Y).  e(X. Y). The CDG for this 
c lause is given in Fig. 2(a). Fig. 2(b) shows the steps needed to derive the set o f  
t~asible UDGs (leaves o f  the tree) f rom the or iginal  CDG (root  o f  the tree). The 
graphs  cor respond ing  to nodes f rom 2 to 10 are given in the same iigure. 
The combinat ions  o f  the t ruth values of  edges depar t ing  f rom the node a(X)  yield 
three possibil it ies: { iX . - ,  iX  A iXY.--, iX  A--, iXY} (note that  iX implies iXY). 
Nodes  2. 3, and  4 are obta ined  by assuming  one o f  the possibil it ies, respectively. 
Nodes  5 and  6. 7 and  8. and  9 ~nd 10. are then obta ined  by app ly ing the same 
process to the cond i t ions  label ing the edges depar t ing  f rom node b(Y) in g raphs  2 .3 .  
and  4. respectively. 
A l though all the UDGs (the graphs  cor respond ing  to nodes f rom 5 to I()) are it- 
graphs,  we cannot  ensure that  the initial CDG is a / l -graph. 
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Since :he a lgor i thm in formal ly  descr ibed above is only  complete,  it has a l imited 
interest. We will sk ip a formiti def in i t ion o f  it and  we will :;lart with an annotat ion  
a lgor i thm which deals with non- / t -graphs directly. Extens ions to this a lgor i thm are 
also discussed. 
5.1. The CDG algorithm 
The CDG a lgor i thm produces  the l inear express ion o f  a given CDG G = (t ' .  E). 
Fo l low ing  the ideas ment ioned  before, it considers all possible states o f  computat ion  
which can occur  w.r.t, the cond i t ions  in G. and annotates  the body  l iterals into the 
best paral le l  express ions ach ievable  under  such condi t ions .  The  a lgor i thm starts with 
the same set P o f  independent  l iterals as in UDGs.  The main  difference resides in that  
l iterals depend ing  uncond i t iona l ly  on liter;tls in P are not  coup led  to them (i.e. the 
close re lat ion upon each P, and cor respond ing  Dvp(P,) in the UDG a lgor i thm is 
not  fo l lowed here). Thi~ is because the CDG a lgor i thm focuses op the 
cond i t iona l  dependencies  present in the graph,  rather  than on edges labeled t idse  <or 
unlabeled).  
Cons ider  the CDG G --- ( f'. E). with P == ready(G),  and Q =- t" \ P. We denote  by 
PConds(G.P .Q)  the funct ion w,hich computes  the sets o f  cond i t ions  Iother  than 
Ja lse)  in labels o f  edges between literals in P anna l itcrals in Q. i.e.. 
PConds(G.P .Q)={IECond l (p .x . I )EEApEP, \xEQ. ,%I : / : . I~z lse} .  Also. ~e  
denote  by Q(~md~(G. Q) the funct ion which computes  the sets o f  cond i t ions  in labels 
o f  edges among literals in Q. QCon,/s(G. L~) - {1C Cond l  (x .y . l )  -~ E,,\ {x..v} _C. 
Q A I #.faL~'e}. The a lgor i thm proceeds b-¢ incrementa l ly  bui ld ing up the paral lel  
expression exp(G) .'is fol lows: let /- '=-{l,t . . . . .  p,,}. P£~mds--- -PComLv(G.P.Q}. 
QConds -- QCons ( G. Q): 
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• i f  Q=0 then  exp(G)  = /,p, & . . .  &p ,} .  
• i f  Q ~ ~, PConds  = QConds  = 0 then  exp(G)  = expo.t~c;(G), 
• i fQ#¢,  PCond~:O.  QConds#O then  exp(G)  : (Pl & . . .  &P , ,  exp(G[o) )  
• i f  Q ~ v), PConds  ~ ~) then  exp(G)  is recurs ive ly  bui l t  up f rom the  boo lean  cc :nb i -  
nat ions  o f  the  e lements  o f  PC'onds as descr ibed  below-. 
L. t Boo lComb(Co,ds )  be the funct ion  wh ich  re turns  the set o f  s impl i f ied  be. v~ean 
combinat ions  o f  the  cond i t ions  in Conds  which  are difference f rom . fa lse.  [~t  
Boo l  = Boo iComb(PConds) .  For  each beo lean  combinat ion  b E Boo l  lhe  graph  G is 
updated  as i f  the cond i t ions  in b ho ld  by  means  o f  the funct ion  update(G.  P ,  b). Note  
that  th is  is s imi la r  to the update  per fo rmed in Example  5.1, but  cons ider ing  the set o f  
edges  w i th  source  in P. However ,  spec ia l i zed vers ions  o f  update  for  the  not ion  o f  
independence  under  cons iderat ion  can  be def ined.  In [58] an  ins tance  o f  th is  funct ion  
for  the  par t i cu la r  case o f  str ict  independence  in the Herbrand domain  is p resented .  
The  para l le l  express ions  resu l t ing  f rom recurs ive ly  app ly ing  the CIDuG a lgor i thm af ter  
th is  updat ing  are annotated  as i f - then-e lses  and  combined  in a s impl i f ied fo rm.  
Example  5.2. Cons ider  a c lause  p(W, X, Y, Z) :- W is X + I, a(W), b(X,  Y) ,c(Y ,  Z). 
G iven  the in fo rmat ion  in fer red  f rom the bu i l t - in ,  its CDG cor responds  to that  o f  
Node 2 o f  F ig.  2 (modu lo  the  ar i t ies  o f  the pred icates) .  The  a lgor i thm wil l  cons ider  
all  poss ib le  a l te rnat ives  (nodes  5 and  6) and  y ie ld  the fo l low ing  c lause:  
p(W,X,Y,Z) : -W i s  X + l, 
(g round(Y)  --~ a(W) & b(X, Y) & c(Y, Z) 
; a(W) & (b(X, Y), e(Y, Z)) ). 
whereas  Ihe UDG a lgor i thm wil l  y ie ld:  
p(W.X,Y.Z)  :- W is X d- l,a(W) & (b(X,Y), c(Y,Z)). 
which  is the wors t  case  subexpress ion  o f  the  express ion  above .  
The  s impl i f ied  fo rm o f  the resu l t ing  express ion  is fo rmal ly  de f ined  by a 
funct ion  simpl(f-v.  Let  Boo l  ----- {hi . . . . .  b,} be the resu l t  o f  the funct ion  
l l oo lComb(PCond.¥)  and {el . . . . .  e,} .he the i r  cor respond ing  expr¢.,,sions, we def ine  
s imp!( f .v(b l  ~ e , : . . .  :b,, --* ¢-,) as fo l lows:  
• I f  a par t i t ion  o f  Boo l - -{b , ,  . . . . .  hi,,} u {bj,, . . . .  hi, }, can  be done  such that  
for  some cond,  Vk 6 [!.~14] (h,~ = cond A s,~) and  Vk 6: [ I .N ]  (bi4 : -~condAs i~) ,  
then  s impt ( fy (h l  --* el: • • • : h ,  --- e,,) =(goa l (cond)  --~ D!  : D2) where  DI  = 
.simpli fy" (s ,  ---. ei, : . . .  "si ,  --. e,,, ). and  D2 : simpliJ 'y(s,L --~ ei, : . . .  : St~ ~ e,v ). 
• I f  such  par t i t ion  cannot  be done .  cond i t ions  are  all a tomic ,  and  there fore  
s impl ( fy (b t  --* e : : . . .  : b, ,  -~"  e, i := (goa l (h i )  --} et : . . .  ;goa l (b , )  --. e , ) ,  
where  goa l (cora l )  maps cond i t ion  cond i n to  a su i tab le  &-Pre log  goa l ,  a f te r  poss ib ly  
s impl i fy ing  it aga in  w i th  the same it,'rprore funct ion  as in the s impl i f i ca t ion  phase  o f  
the  graph .  Th is  s impl i f i ca t ion  must  be done  on ly  based  on  the  in fo rmat ion  va l id  for  
the le f tmost  l i teral  o re ,  . . . . .  e, .  Note  that  th is  l i teral  is the sam~: for  al l  th .  ~ e/s .  s ince 
they  are  obta ined  f rom the same graph in the fo l low ing  a lgor i thm.  
A lgor i l lun  ~. ! .  CDG anm,  ta i io , .  The express ion  bu i l t  by  the CD(_; a lgor i thm f rom a 
CI2K3 G is g iven by e vp(G)  as tb l lows.  
fu r ;  c t i on  t:vpclu;(G): exp  re  s s i o n 
beg in  
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Let  P = ready((1) ~nd Q = V \ P; 
I f Q = 0 then  re turn  ( &~p p ); 
]Let PConds : PConds( G, P, Q) and QConds : QCbnds( G, Q): 
I f PConds = f.)Cond; = 0 then  re  tu rn  expuoG(G); 
I f  PConds = .',) then  re turn  { Pl & . , .  & P.,  eXpCDG,(G[ O) ); 
Let  Boot - -  BoolComb(PConds)  = {bt . . . . .  b.}; 
For  i : = l  to n do  
ci = expct~;( update(G, P, hi) ) 
od;  
re  tu rn  s impl i fy(b!  --. el ; . . .  : bn --+ en); 
end.  
11teorem 5.1. Correctness  o f  CDG annotat ions .  The e.xecution o f  the expresMons 
obtained by the CDG algorithm is correct .,. r.t. their sequential  semantics. 
Proof .  We prove by induct ion  that  the CDG for the obta ined  express ion is a super-  
CDG o f  the or ig inal  one. First we reason for  the base case. i f  Q -- 0 the or ig inal  
CDG has no edges, and  the same happens  for that  o f  the express ion returned:  
(J~i & . . -  & Pn). I f / : 'Conds = QConds = 0 then the or ig inal  CDG has no  cond i t iona l  
edges, and the graph  is then a UDG.  Correctness  is guaranteed  because the 
express ion returned is expuDG(G) which is correct  by Theorem 4.2. Now we reason 
for  the induct ion  step. The  induct ion  hypothes is  is that  the rccursive calls a l ready 
return a correct  expression (w.r.t. the graph wi th  which the calls are made), i f  
/~'onds = 0 the express ion returned is (P t  & . . .  & P,.  expc,)c;(G[Q) . The  subex- 
pression for P ---- {Pl . . . .  ,p ,}  has an assoc iated CDG ~,hich is a t~-graph, since there 
are no edges between e lements o f  P in the or ig ina l  CDG.  The  sequent ia l  con junct ion  
respects the or ig inal  edges f rom e lements  o f  P to e lements o f  Q, and  poss ib ly  adds 
more. Since the CDG Gt~, is precisely the or ig inal  one  w i thout  the edges f rom 
elements o f  P to e lements  o f  Q, and the recur--i;c call is correct  by hypc, thcsis, the 
CDG for  this express ion is a supcr -CDG o f  the or ig inal  one. In the last case, cons ider  
expressioy~ e~ and funct ion  simpl~/~v. The CDGs with which the recursive calls in the 
e /s  are. made are sub-CDGs o f  the or ig inal  one, in such a way that  each one has been 
simplif ied w.r.t, some cond i t ion  b~. The  results o f  the recursive calls are express ions 
whose CDGs are super -CDGs o fcach  o f  these (by hypothesis) .  Since the effect o f  the 
funct ion  simpli/~, is to add b~ to the iab¢l~ in all the edges o f  each o f  t_hes¢: C DGs.  
their  labels can on ly  be larger than  those in the or ig inal  subgraphs .  Hence.  the CDG 
o f  the result ing express ion is a lso a super -CDG o f  the or ig inal  one. []  
5.2. Variants to the CDG cdgorithm 
The CDG a lgor i thm seeks to obta in  the best possible paral le l  expressions which 
can be generated on ca,:h o f  the different s i tuat ions  which may occur  f rom the 
boo lean  combinat ions  o f  cond i t ions  it considers.  In do ing  this. it does not  part icu-  
larly focus on uncond i t iona l  dependenc ies  (as the UDG a lgor i thm) ,  ra ther  it focuses 
instead on cond i t ions  which can al low independence  o~" literals, l 'hus, in the thirct 
case o f  A lgor i thm 5. I (PCond~ : 0). an uncond i t iona l  p..rallei express ion is bu-:lt for  
e lements in P fo l lowed sequent ia l ly  by another  express ion recursively computed  for 
the rest Q o f  the iiterals. No  cons iderat ion  is given in this case to the uncond i t iona l  
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dependenc ies  which could occur  f rom iiterais in Q on i iterals in P. A lgor i thm 4.2 for  
UDGs,  on the o ther  hand,  does this. and  groups  l iterals depend ing  uncondi t iona l ly  
on those o f  P (i.e. Dep(P,) for P, 6 Corer(P) )  together  and  with those on which they 
depend (i.e. each P,), bui lding an expression for the different groups  o f  literais. A 
var iant  o f  the CDG a lgor i thm is possible if the case for PConds = 0 is omitted,  l , s tead ,  
when this case is detected, the set:~ P and Q should be computed  again,  as if the vertices 
in P and  the edges with origin in them did not exist (but w~hout  deleting them). 
Uncond i t iona l  dependencies will therefore persist, and will be taketi care ot" by the 
UDG a lgor i thm in a recursive call in which PCo.ds  = QCond~ = O is detected. This 
var iant  will a l low a one-to-one correspondence between both a lgor i thms,  so that  the 
expressions built by A lgor i thm 4.2 will a lways be the worst  case subexpression o f  those 
built by A lgor i thm 5. I. This h, :ppens in Example  5.2. but  it is not so in general.  E.g." 
Example  5.3. Cons ider  the clause h : -  p (X) ,q(Y) , r (X) ,s (X ,  Y). A lgor i thm 5.1 will 
work  as fol lows. Since X has its first occurrence in p(X) and  Y in q(Y), p(X) and  q,'~') 
are indepen( lent,  and  the dependenc ies  o f  r (X)  and  s(X,  Y) on p(X) and o f  s(X,  Y) on 
q(Y) are uncondi t iona l .  Thus ,  there is only one condi t iona l  depender..cy: for s(X,  Y) 
on r(X),  labeled mdep(X ,X) .  Therefore ,  P - -{p(X) ,q (Y )}  and PConds=O.  The 
fo l lowing express~.on iu bu i l t  (p(X) & q(Y). expct~;(Gll ,tx).~txv)}), and the recursive 
call bui lds a CGE for the two g[~als in volved. The result ing express ion is: 
h : -  p(X),~ q(Y),  g round(X)  => r (X)& s(X. Y) 
which is very different f rom the one in Er,~;mple 4.4 obta ined  by A lgor i thm 4.2: 
h:- (p(X). r(X) } k q(Y). s(X. Y)  
i f  A lgor i thm 5. I is extended as ment ioned.  P and  O will be computed  aga in  when 
PCond.,,'= 0 is found,  giving a new P= {r(X)} and Q= {s(X ,Y )} .  The boo lean 
combinat ions  o f  i ,dep(X,  X) will be cons idered,  but  since --,indep(X, X} is known to 
hold at the neck o f  the clause, this one will be the only combinat ion .  The graph will 
be updated  accord ing ly ,  giving a UDG.  and thus A lgor i thm 4.2 will be called, re- 
_~ulting in the above  uncond i t iona l  express ion.  
In less contr ived cases, the result ing express ions of  the cxtet ided CDG a lgor i thm 
will give nested if-then-elses in which the final "'else'" case will a lways  be an un- 
cond i t iona l  express ion built by the UDG a lgor i thm.  Note  however  that  the example  
shows why the condi t ions  in the i t -checking a lgor i thm for CDGs are not  sufficient. 
The  a lgor i thm will return true for  the clause in the example.  However ,  the best 
l inear izat ion is that  o f  the uncondi t iona l  express ion above,  and  in this expression 
there is no way to incorporate  the check ground lX)  between r(X) and s(X,  Y). Thus,  
i f  it were the case that  p(X} made X ground,  the avai lable paral le l ism between these 
two goals wou ld  have been lost. 
6. Compilation of CDGs made practical 
Algor i thm 5.1 for compi l ing  CDGs has the disadva,~tage o f  hav ing exponent ia l  
compi~xity.  Th is  suggests the need o f  more  pract ical  approaches  that can either be 
used by ~hcmselves or  serve as a "'fall back"  when the algori ' ,hm is faced with large 
inputs.  Se~,,ral more  pract ical  approaches  are discussed in this section. First,  an 
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al ternat ive a lgor i thm (MEL)  not  necessari ly based on graphs  is presented.  Th is  al- 
gor i thm exploits a very simple heuristic: part i t ion the c lause body  at points  in which 
paral lel  execut ion is not  al lowed. The  a im is to find the longest paral lel  express ion 
possible among those which are flat, i.e. such that  nested subexpress ions  are n~t 
al lowed. The result ing a lgor i thm is quite simple, has  po lynomia l  complex i ty  (qua-  
drat ic ,  in fact), results in very simple parallel expressions, and, as we will show in 
Section 8, is quite effective. Secondly, and as further alternatives, we discuss two possible 
variants of  algorithms for CDGs.  These two methods are aimed at redl~q.ng the com- 
plexity of  Algor i thm 5.1 by seeking uncondit ional parallelism. Thus, they can be seen as 
ways to combine the C IX3  and UDG algorithms in czder to obtain an algorithm 
for CDGs which has some o f  the good properties o f  the UDG algorithm (and thus they 
are called UCDGs algorithms). Both methods are parameterizcd by several functions 
whose definition depends on the kind of  compile-time ipformat~on available. In this sense, 
the algorithms ~.an be considered more as skeletons o f  possible algorithms. 
6. !. Non-graph-based compilation: The MEL algorithm 
The Max imum Express ion Length MEL  a lgor i thm is based on a heurist ic which 
tries to find out points in *.he body o f  a c lause where it can be split into different 
expressions.  One  example  o f  such a point,  for the case o f  strict independence,  is 
where  a new var iable appears .  Cons ider  a literal which has the first occurrence o f  a 
var iab le  in a clause, and this var iab le  is used as an argument  o f  another  !iter;ii to the 
r ight o f  the first one. The condi t ion in strict indepeJ~dence which must  hold for  two 
l iterals which share var iables establ ishes that  these var iables must  be ground;  ob-  
viously this is not  the case for such two iiterals, and  thus this is a point  where it is not  
appropr ia te  to annotate  a paral lel  expres~gon. 
The heurist ic can however  be sep'.-::ated f rom the not ions  o f  independence used in 
paral le l iz ing the programs.  The heuristic can be read as "'partition the body where a 
condition between two literals is first found [o be £alse". In order to accommodate  
the MEL  definition to this approach,  it is necessary to define a f ramework for captur ing 
when condit ions can be turned to false for a particular con~pt  o f  indepet~ence. This is 
d~,n~" by the functions i_cond (and lat,~el) and imt~ore of  Sections 3 and 3.4. ~ 
The a lgor i thm then proceeds in thiz manner  f rom right to left, i.e. f rom ,iite last 
literal in the body to the neck o f  the clause. The clause body is then broken into two 
at the points  where the above  condi t ion is found,  and  a paral lel  express ion (a CGE)  
built for the right part  o f  the sequence split. The splitting is done fight after the leftmost 
goal involved in the co:zdition. The motivatio~i to do this is to find the longest para- 
llel expressions possible. An alternative heuristic will pro~.~d forwards and split right 
before the r ightmost gt~::! involved. "llae reasoning behind prt~a:~ting backwards is based 
on the observation that goa ls  a re  generally more instantiated, and tlm~ more likely to be 
independent, owards the end of  the clause. Since as the algorithm progresses it makes 
choices (by creating expressions) that prevent later opportunit ies for ltmrallelization, it
seems more profitable to start from the end of  the clause. 
'J A l though in the example x,,'c wi l l  u.~ a notal on ~.hieh lo~ks l ike pr~dic':llc lo~.ic, the ¢]a, .~ var iab l~ ar~ 
in fact conslants in lh~ th¢o~ underlying .'ml~'ore. Thus. ihe frame,~,ork o f  Section 3.4. l~scd on 
proposit ional  ogic, is sti l l  val id for  our  p~,rpose in this ~c' l ion. 
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Let  a CDG edg(B)  be bui l t  for each clause C -- h : - B with B ----- <g, . . . . .  g , ) .  Define 
.jr = { j (g  ~gs) [ i < j} ,  where .~'(g~,gs) are the sets o f  cond i t ions  such that ~ and  gj 
are independent ,  which  are a l ready s impl i f ied w.r.t, the ava i lab le  in fo rmat ion  val id 
before the execut ion o f  g~, denoted .~"(g,). 
1Examlde 6.1. Cons ider  the c lause h (X)  : -  p (X ,Y ) ,q (X ,Z) , r (X ) , s (Y ,Z) .  
Wi th  a s imple local analys is ,  we have the fo l lowing (note that f ree_notxt l iased(X)  =~ 
~indep(X ,  X)): 
dtr'(p(X, Y)) = {free_~,ot_al iased(Y) ,  free_r, ot_al iased(  Z ) }, 
J (p (x ,  x), q(x, z)) = { indep(x, x), i.aep(Y, z) }. 
J (p (X .  X), r(X)) = {i,,aep(X,X)}. 
J (p (X ,  Y), s(Y, Z)) = {inaep(Y, Y).i.aep(X.Z)} = {false}. 
~(q(X ,  Z)) = {free_not_a l iased(Z)  }, 
J r (q(X,  Z), r (X))  = {i.aeD(X,X)}, 
.Jr(q(X, Z), s(Y, Z)) = {ishtep(Z, Z ) , indep(X ,  Y) } = { fa l se} ,  
.K ( r (X) )  = ~), 
• ~" (r(X), s(Y. Z)) = { indep(X, Y), indep(X, Z) }. 
So C will be compi led ,  under  strict independence,  into the fo l lowing paral le l  
clause: 
h(X) : -g round(X)  ~ p(X ,Y)&q(X.Z) ,  indep(X ,Y ) , indep(X ,Z)  
r(X) & s (Y, z). 
Note  that  the body  is spl it  at q(X, Z) (because o f  Z) and not at p(X, Y) (because o f  Y), 
the largest express ion being achieved in this way. In fact, i f  the c lause were split at 
p(X, Y), no paral le l  express ions  wou ld  be possible. Note  also that the first CGE does 
not have the cond i t ion  indep(Y ,  Z) since this cond i t ion  is autom.-'-tically satisf ied by 
virtue o f  the fact that  f ree_not_a l iased(Z)  6 .~'(p(X,Y)) .  
Examlde  6.2. Cons ider  the same clause above  We could app ly  the a l ternat ive 
heurist ic  o f  proceeding forwards,  wh ich  will cause the spl i t t ing at s(Y,  Z} because o f  
. f (  p(X, Y), s(Y. Z)) = {.false}. The result ing express ion will be: 
h(X) :- g round(X)  ~ p(X,Y) & q(X, Z) A: r(X), s(Y. Z). 
Note  however  that, unless X is g round upon clause entry,  this express ion will result 
in no paral le l ism.  
The  a lgor i thm starts with a sequence B of  l iterals ( init ial ly the body o f  the c lause 
under  cons iderat ion)  and  computes  its cor respond ing  paral le l  express ion 
exp(cdg(B)  ).
Algovttlmm 6.1. gEL  annotat&;n. The compi la t ion  of  a CDG G = ( I :E )  to a paral lel  
express ion is given by exp(G)  as follows. Let the e lements  {gt . . . . . .  g,} o f  V be 
ordered by relatio-, prec. 
funct ion  exp.~,zL(G): express ion  
beg in  
compute  p as  the  la rgest  j6  [l.n] s.t. ~ i6  ~+ l.n] .¢(.~,.gi) =false;  
I f  there  is no  such j  thenp:= O; 
Let  BI-- {gl ..... gp} and  B2= {gp.  . . . .  g,}; 
IConds  : --' U~:I.:I- -¢(ffi-K,)" 
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D2 : :  (goa l ( ICends)  :=> gt,-*t & --- & g- ); 
11f B I :  0 then  re turn  D2; 
re turn  ( expMft(G[m ), D2 ); 
end .  
Note  that  the definit ion o f  the a lgor i thm uses functio.n _¢',~1 in t roduced in Sec- 
t ion 5. l, and  that  in ap,,)lying Ibis funct ion there is a possibi l i ty o f  fur ther  s impl i fy ing 
the condi t ion w.r.t,  the avai lab le  in fo rmat ion  (in this ca.*e, that  o f  o~tr'(gp+~)L 
Theorem 6.1, Cor rectness  o f  MEL  annotat ions ,  The execution o f  the expressions 
o15tained ib). the MEL  algorithm is correct w.r.t, their .sequential semantic.s'. 
Proof.  We show that  the CDG ior  the obta ined  express ion is a super -COG o f  the 
or ig inal  one by induct ion.  Firz, t, i f  no uncond i t iona l  edge exists, p : 0 and  B1 = 0. 
In this case, I0onds  is the union o f  all the labels in the or iginal  COG,  and  ]92 has,  
this-as condi t ion.  Therefore ,  the labels in the result ing CDG tor I32 are T0ondts  in 
all o f  the edges; hence they are larger than  the or iginal  ones. Since in this case the 
result ing express ion is precisely D2, the hypothes is  holds. Second,  for  the induct ion 
step, assume recurs ion satisfies the hypothes is  for a number  o f  calls. In a new call, De 
also satisfies it, with a s imi lar reason ing than  in the base case. Clear ly,  the result ing 
express ion in this case, ( expMet,(G[m ), D2 ). also satisfies it, since the sequent ia l -  
izat ion here gives uncond i t iona l  edges. I f  cor respond ing  edges existed in the or iginal  
CDG,  ~he new label ,/alse is a lways  larger  than the or ig inal  one. I f  they d idnh  exist, 
still the final CDG is a super -CDG o f  the or iginal  one. []  
6.2. Extensions to CDG: UCDG Algor i thms 
Any modi f icat ion o f  the CDG a lgor i thm will result in some loss o f  paral le l ism for 
certain input  graphs.  The quest ion is then how to min imize the loss, or,  in o ther  
words,  which o f  all the possible simplif ied express ions is best. Unfor tunate ly ,  the 
answer  to such quest ion depends  on many different parameters ,  like the granu lar i ty  
o f  the goals to be paral ic l izcd, the cost o f  the tests to be per fo rmed,  the saccess/ 
fai lure rat io  o f  such tests, etc. For  this reason we present  two a lgor i thms which are 
parameter i zed  by several funct ions.  These funct ions can de def ined in terms o f  the 
compi le - t ime in format ion  avai lable on the above  ment ioned issues, thus reducing the 
loss o f  parallel'.'sm. As  we will see, the choice between the two a lgor i thms will a lso 
depend on such in format ion .  
We first p ropose  an a lgor i thm which tries to reduce the complex i ty  o f  the ex- 
pressions,  whi le kccpin$ lne good propert ies  o f  the UDG a lgor i thm,  it checks if  the 
CDG can be part i t ioned into subsets which can then uncondi t iona l ly  be run in 
paral lel.  Otherwise.  a condi t ion is selected and  enforced on the graph,  in the hope 
that  the part i t ion will now be possible. When a part i t ion is found,  subexprcss ions are 
built for  each subset,  and  all o f  them annotated  to run in parallel. Both the selection 
o f  a condi t ion and the anhota f ion  o f  the subexpress ions are parameter ized.  An  al- 
gor i thm in this style will work  as fol lows. Let V = P u Q be a part i t ion o f  the nodes 
o f  a CDG G ----- (V ,E ) ,  as before. The a lgor i thm will compute  subsets o f  O which 
depend on one and only one e lement o f  P: 
• VpEPConn(p) - :  {p}U{.v6  V [ [p .x . l )  6E"  A ~p 'EP  ( l / . x . l ' )  6 E ' ) .  
• Conn(P) -= {Conn(p) i P E P~. 
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Then the subsets o f  Corm(P) are just  the connected components  o f  the graph  
GJc,,,,~v ~. The sets Corm(p,) will act as the sets Dep(P,) in the L IDG a lgor i thm,  but 
unl ike the cor respond ing  P~'s, they will a lways  be disjoint.  Thus .  an uncond i t iona l  
paral le l  express ion can be built  for the subexpressiq...ns ar is ing f rom recursively ap-  
p ly ing the a lgor i thm to these subsets. I c t  select(L~ffenote a funct ion which selects a 
condi t ion f rom (a subset of) a set L o f  them. Let linear(C) denote  the sequent ia l  
express ion cor respond ing  to the nodes o f  set C (accord ing  to the p,'ec relatior, o f  
Sect ion 3. i). This  a lgor i thm bui lds the express ion exp(G) as fol lows. 
func  t i on  expvcoc;(G): expre  s s i on 
beg in  
I f  l '= {g} then  re turng ;  
Let  P = ready(G); 
I f  P= {p} then  
Cond:  = select({I 6 Cond ] (m,gi . I )  6 E}); 
I f  Cond = fa lse " then  re turn  erpt, G); 
re turn  ( Cond ---> e.~pt.ct~;(update(G. V. tonal)); l inear(V) }: 
e lse  
t co , , , , r ,  = c , , , , , , (e )  = (c ,  . . . . .  c , ,}  : ,ha  C, , , , , , P  = c :  
re turn  (exp(G]c , )  & .. .  & ~:r,,,(GI~;). exl, tG j l . \ F~)  ); 
f i ;  
end .  
Note  that  the result ing express ion returned by the a lgor i thm is parameter i zed  on a 
generic funct ion ~:rp which is left open.  We can i , lstant iate this ft ,nct ion to ~-:rpct,~; o f  
A lgor i thm 4.3 ( i f  the cor respond ing  component  is a UDG)  or  any o f  the o ther  in- 
stances o f  exp which are def ined in the paper ,  inc luding the var iants  o f  CDG,  MEL ,  
and  many more  that  can be detined. 
Example  6 .3 .  Cons ider  the c lause h ( X ) : - p ( X ) ,  q C v ) ,  r ( X ) ,  s ( Y ). There  is an 
uncond i t iona l  de.pendency for s (Y)  on q (Y )  and  z, dependency  labeled with 
indep(X. X) for  r (X)  on ptX). Whi le  CDG will annotate  it a.," 
h(X):- g round(X) -~ p(X)& r(X) ,% { q(Y), s(Y) ) 
:(p(X). r(X) ) & (q(Y) s(Y) }. 
and UDG will annotate  it as: 
h(X) :- (p(X). r(X) ) & (q(V.). s(Y) ). 
which is the worst  case subexpress ion o f  the express ion 'above. the UCDG a lgor i thm.  
using erpt.t~;, will annotate  it as fol lows, where we use => for brevity:  
h(X) :- (g round(X)  ~ p(X) & r(X) ) &: (q(Y). s(Y) ). 
which conta ins  the subexpress ions  o f  UDG.  one o f  them addi t ional ly  annotated  with 
a condi t ion.  
In this rather  s imple example ,  the last express ion is equiva lent  to the exprcs~ica 
produced by CDG.  However .  this is not  a lways the case. In part icu lar ,  the L ICDG 
a lgor i thm behaves better  for c lauses with big bodies Iwhich somet imes  pose ser ious 
prob!e,ns  to CDC - see Sect ion 8). The reason Ibr this is that  the UCDG a lgor i thm 
behaves  in ,1 .~tepwise m.anner, first a l lowing uncond i t iona l  paral le l ism to be annt,-  
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tated, and then postponing the considerat ion of  the condit ions until no more un- 
condit ional  paral lel ism can be exploited. 
In the above algor i thm there is an implicit choice in the definition of the se lec t  
function, where there is room for different heuristics. For example, this function 
;'~uld ~elect he label with the lowest associated run-t ime cost. Such a function could 
also be used in A lgor i thm 5.1 or its variants, in order to reduce the size o f  the ex- 
pressions it builds. Another  option is to choose the label whose associated tests are 
more likely to succeed at run-time. In summary,  the definit ion of  se lec t  would de- 
pend on the compi le-t ime informat ion available. 
A more radical way of  combin ing the CDG and UDG algor i thms is to use the 
UDG algor i thms (4.2 and 4.3) explicitly. For  this purpose all dependencies will be 
considered uncondit ional  and the UDG algor ithm applied. Then. the labels of  the 
resulting expression will be considered, the aim being to in tprovc such expressions by 
exploit ing the condit ional  paraltelism. An algor i thm in this style would work as 
follows. Let nodes(Exp)  denote the set of  nodes corresponding to the atoms in the 
expression E.vp, and tmc, mt l i t iona l (V i .  ~)  be true i fa l l  dependencies of the no0es ;n t', 
on nodes of  I~ are uncondit ional .  
fune  t i on  expt(-t,~;(G): expre  s s i on  
beg in  
re tu rn  Improve(expt I~(;(G)); 
end.  
funct i . ,n  Improve(El-p): express ion  
beg in  
I f  Exp  is a tomic  then  re turn  Ex/,; 
I f E.rp -- Expl  ,k-. • - &E.rp,, t h e n 
re turn  ( ImprovelE. ,pt)  k -.- &: ImprovelExp,:) ): 
I f Exp  : Exp,  E.YI~ a.nd ztnt'ondit it ,nal(  nodv.:'( t;..~7~ i ). nod('.~( F..x']~_ ) ) ther ,  
re turn  ( Improve(Evp i ) ,  Improve(Exp2)  } 
e l se  
re tu rn  exl,(nodes (E.~7,) ); 
fi; 
end.  
Note that the effect o f  the last i f  statement is s imi la,  to that of  the M EL algori :hm: if 
uncona' i t ional (nodes(Ext , . ) .node.~'(Exp,_  )) succeeds, this i.,, probably a place where 
Algor i thm 6.1 would have broken the original clause body in '.we parts, i-low'ever. 
this new UCDG algorithm has the advantage of  exploit ing first uncondit iooal  par. 
allelism. 
Example 6,4. Consider the clause in Example 5.3. augmented ,.,.ith a new indc,~ndent 
literal: 
h : - t ( z ) ,  p(X). q(Y), r(X). siX. Y). 
Algor i thms 6.1 (MEL)  and 5.1 (CDG)  ,,viii build: 
h :- t(z) ,q p(X) • q(Y). g round~X)  ~ r(X) &- s(X.Y) 
neglecting the independence between t(z) and the other goals. The LTC'DG algor ithm 
proposed avoids this by 'Jsin,.., the UDG algorithm, buikiing: 
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h : -  t ( z )  & ((p(X) ,  r (X) )  & q(Y), s (X ,Y ) ) .  
In the above  example ,  i f  ground(X)  succeeds, the first express ion -,vill explc i t  all 
ava i lab le  paral le l ism, while the second one will not.  On  the o ther  hand,  if  the" 
computat iona l  cost o f  t ( z )  is much greater  than that  o f  p(X) and  q(Y), the first 
express ion will unnecessar i ly  force the CGE to wa i t  This suggests that  both  gran-  
ular i ty in fo rmat ion  and  in format ion  regard ing  the probabi l i t ies  o f  success o f  the 
tests, shou ld  be taken  into account  when choos ing  between the two a lgor i thms.  This 
issue will not  be discussed fa r ther  here and  is left as future  work .  
7. Experiment~! results 
We have implemented  the para l !e l izat ion f ramework  in the context  o f  the &- 
P ro log  system. The result is an automat ic  paral le l izer which is parametr i c  in the type 
o f  independence and  the para l le l izat ion a lgor i thm suppor ted .  The system has been 
ins tant ia ted  to the case o f  strict independence in the Herbrand domain  for  our  ex- 
per imenta l  study.  We have selected for eva luat ion  one a lgor i thm in each o f  the in- 
terest ing classes to compare  them. A lgor i thm 4.3 was selected as the most  promis ing  
var iant  o f  the a lgor i thms which exploit  on ly  uncond i t iona l  parallet;,sm. A lgor i thm 
5.1 is a rguab ly  the most  interest ing var iat ion of  the cond i t iona l  a lgor i thms,  though 
with an  exponent ia l  cost. The  heurist ic under ly ing  A lgor i thm 6.1 (MEL) ,  ra ther  than 
that  o f  UCDG.  seems the most  interest ing var ia t ion  o f  the cond i t iona l  a lgor i thms 
with po lynomia l  cost. We have  compared  the per fo rmance  o f  these three a lgor i thms,  
both f rom the po int  o f  view o f  their  behav ior  when annotat ing  a program,  and that  
o f  the annotated  program when runn ing  in and-para l le l .  A relat ively wide range o f  
p rograms has  been used as benchmarks ,  i0 Not  all o f  them are discussed here; in- 
stead,  we have  selected a representat ive  col lection. Tab le  2 gives a short  descr ipt ion 
o f  each benchmark ,  and  Tab le  3 gives an overx lew o f  the complex i ty  o f  each o f  
them, useful for  the in terpretat ion  o f  the results. 
In Tab le  3, co lumns  are read as fol lows. CI is the number  o f  c lauses being actual ly  
annotated  (dead code,  which is detected by the analyzers ,  is not  considered,  as well as 
facts and  clauses with single l iterals); AvG the average and  MG the max imum number  
o f  goals  in these clauses. CDGs is the number  o f  graphs  processed by the annotators ;  
and  AvGan the average  and MGan the max imum number  o f  goals  in the CDG-,:. The  
rat iona le  beh ind the CDGs,  AvGan,  and  MGan co!umns  in the table lies in the 
t reatment  o f  bui l t - ins and  side-effects. The first step in the compi la t ion  is to se- 
quent ia l ize these ones,  as expla ined in Sect ion 3. As  a result,  the CDG for the c lause is 
actua l ly  par t i t ioned into subgraphs  at the points  where side-effects or  bui lt- ins occur.  
Co lumn C~¢'~g zhows the number  o f  these subgraphs  (which have more  than  one 
node.  and  thus wor th  cons ider ing)  that  the annotators  have  received as input.  
To  mt.'asure the effectiveness o f  the annotators  we have carr ied out  two k inds o f  
tesls: s ta : '¢  and dynamic ,  and in two different s i tuat ions,  in the first s i tuat ion,  no 
g lobal  analys is  is used, i.e. on ly  local, c lause level analysis ,  is per fo rmed C'loc'" in the 
~o Both system and benchmarks are available either by ftp at c l ip .  din.  f i .  upm. es. or from 
ht tp : / /www,  c l ip .  diut. t"1. upm. es. or by contacting the authors. 
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Table 2 
Benchmark  descr ipt ion 
203 
Benchmark  Descr ipt ion  
aiakl  
ann  
bid 
boyer  
browse 
der iv 
fib 
g rammar  
hano iapp  
mmatr ix  
ocCUZ" 
palin 
p rogeom 
qp lan  
qsc3rtapp 
query  
rd tok  
read 
tak 
t ic tactoe 
warp lan  
zebra  
In i t ia l izat ion phase for  abst ract  uni f icat ion in the AKL  ana lyzer  (Sahl in and Sj61and) 
The  &-Pro log  imp lementat ion  o f  the MEL  ~.nnotator 
Conaputes  an open ing  bid for  a br idge hand (Conery)  
Reduced Boyer /Moore  theorem prover  (T ick)  
Patter,!  recogni t ion o f  regular  express ions (Dobr~' a:,d T.-,uati) 
Symbol ic  d i f ferent iat ion 
F ibonacc i  numbers  
Generates / recogn izes  a mall  set o f  Engl ish 
Solves the Towers  o f  Hano i  p rob lem 
Mult ip l ies two matr ices 
Cheeks  occur rences  o f  sublists within lists o f  lists (Ramkumar  and  Kale)  
Recognize.- pa l indromes  (Warren)  
Builds a perfect  dlt~erence set (Older)  
Suppl ies cont re l  foc e roeut ion  o f  a database  query  - Chat '80  (Warren)  
Qu ick -sor t  a lgor i thm (with append~ 
Small  query  to a database  ('.V~:; :en) 
R.A.  O 'Keefe ' s  publ ic domain  Pro log  tokenizer  
D .H .D .  Warren  and  R.A.  O 'Keefe ' s  publ ic  domain  Pro log  parser  
Ct~:np~,tes the Takeueh i  funct ion 
Plays t ic- tac-toe by a lpha-beta  prun ing  (Bansal)  
Bui lds p lans for  robot  cont ro l  (Warren)  
Zebra  puzz le  (Santos -Costa )  
Table 3 
Benchmark  profi le 
Benchmark  CI AvG MG CEK3s AvGan MGan 
aiaki  7 3.00 5 2 3.50 5 
ann 65 3.32 6 26 2.62 6 
bid 18 2.78 5 8 2.50 4 
boyer  l0 3.60 6 2 2.00 2 
browse  9 2.89 5 5 2.20 3 
der iv 5 3.20 4 4 2.00 2 
fib i 6.00 6 1 2.00 2 
grammar  4 2.50 3 4 2.25 3 
hano iapp  1 6.00 6 I 4.00 4 
mmatr ix  3 2.33 3 2 2.00 2 
occur  3 3.00 4 ~. 2.00 2 
palin 6 3. ! 7 4 2 3.00 3 
progeom 6 3.00 5 3 3.00 4 
qp lan 47 4.00 9 31 2.08 5 
qsor tapp  2 3.50 4 1 ,l.00 4 
"~ 4.50 6 "~ 2.00 2 query  _ _ 
rd tok  46 3.43 ~ 0 0.00 0 
read 37 4.14 7 2 2.00 2 
tak 2 5.00 7 I 4.00 4 
t ictaetoe 37 4.24 48 5 _. _0 3 
warp lan  26 3.69 I 0 16 2.56 5 
zebra  2 i 0.50 19 3 3.3 ~ 6 
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tab les ) .  In  the  second s i tuat ion ,  a qu i te  power fu l  g loba l  ana lys i s  is per fo rmed,  us ing  
the  combinat ion  o f  the  Shar ing  + Freeness  and  A Sub  abst ract  in terpretccs  de-  
sc r ibed  in [59 ,60 ,74 ,21]  ( "abs ' "  in the  tab les ) .  Note  that  the  in fo rmat ion  obta ined  in 
th is  case  inc lude~ that  o f  the  loca l  ana lys i s .  
7.1. Annotat ion  e f f i c iency  
Tab le  4 presents  the  resu l ts  in te rms o f  the  compi la t ion  t ime requ i red  fo r  anno-  
ta t ion  in seconds  (SparcStat ion  10, one  processor ,  S ICStus  2.1, nat ive  code) .  I t  
shows  fo r  each  benchmark  and  annotator  the  average  t ime ot ,  t o f  ten  execut ions  in 
',he two d i f fe rent  s i tuat ions  ment ioned.  Note  that  the  t ime taken  in the  ana lys i s  phase  
is not  cons idered .  
7.2. Per fo rmance  o[" CGEs  and  tes ts  
One way to  measure  the  e f fec t iveness  o f  the  annotators  is to  count  the  number  o f  
CGEs  wh ich  actua l ly  resu l t  in para l le l i sm and to  s tudy  the  overhead in t roduced in 
the  program by  the  tes ts  generated .  For  th i s  purpose  we have  measured  the  to ta l  
number  o f  checks  wh ich  occur  in the  annotated  programs ( "T ' "  in the  tab les ) ,  the  
number  o f  these  wh ich  are  not  checked dur ing  the  execut ion  o f  the  program ( "N" ) ,  
and  fo r  the  rest ,  the  number  o f  them which  a lways  succeeded ( "S" ) ,  wh ich  a lways  fai l  
( "F" ) ,  and  wh ich  somet imes  succeed and  others  fai l  ( "SF" ) .  A l so ,  the  t imes  the  
checks  have  succeeded ( "TS" )  o r  fa i led  ( "TF" )  dur ing  execut ion ,  and  the  number  o f  
Table 4 
Efficiency results for annotators 
Benchmark program ioc abs 
MEL CDG UDG MEL CDG UDG 
aiakl 0.26 0.26 0.24 0.37 0.36 0.36 
ann 1.55 1.55 1.43 7.60 7.60 7.53 
[rid 0.39 0.39 0.36 0.48 0.45 0.46 
boyer 0.34 0.3 ! 0.3 ! 0.68 0.66 0.64 
browse 0.53 0.46 0.45 0.63 0.56 0.55 
de, iv 0.20 0.18 0.18 0.27 0.26 0.25 
fib 0.13 0.11 0.11 0.15 0.15 0.14 
grammar O. 17 O. 15 O. 15 0.2 ! 0.20 0.20 
hanoiapp 0.18 O.IS 0.16 0.22 0.20 n.20 
mmatrix 0.21 O. 19 O. 19 0.22 0 2 ! 0.20 
occur 0.26 0.25 0.24 0.28 0.27 9.26 
palin 0.22 0.20 0.20 0.41 0.38 0.39 
progeom 0.20 0. ! 9 0. ! 8 0.25 0.24 0.24 
qplan ! .59 1.67 1.35 3.63 3.43 3.43 
qsortapp 0.17 0.16 0.16 0.19 0.18 0.18 
query 0.26 0.23 0.23 0.29 0.27 0.28 
rdtok 0.87 0.79 0.80 1.87 !.82 1.84 
read 0.90 0.82 0.82 2.02 ! .99 2.0 i 
tak 0.17 0.15 I).15 0.23 0.21 0.21 
tictact oe 0.90 0.8 i 0.81 2.08 2.03 2.02 
warplan O. 54 0.54 0.5 ! 2.89 2.86 2.77 
zebra 2.08 300.86 0.57 4.96 4.65 4.64 
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goa ls  wh ich  have  been run  in para l le l  as a resu l t  ( "E" ) .  The  resu l ts  fo r  each  
benchmark  and  each  o f  the  s i tuat ions  are  shown in Tab les  5 -9 .  Note  that  each  
co lumn shows ground checks  on  the  left  and  indep on  the  r ight  (g round/ indep) ,  
except  fo r  UDG,  s ince  it on ly  exp lo i t s  uncond i t iona l  para l le l i sm.  
Tab le  5 shows  programs fo r  wh ich  the  annotated  resu l t  is ident ica l  in al l  cases .  In  
the  programs o f  Tab le  6 MEL  ( "M")  and  CDG ( "C" )  y ie ld  the  same resu l t  (not  
UDG) ,  but  it is d i f fe rent  w i th  and  w i thout  g loba l  ana; .ys is .  The  same happens  in 
Tab le  7, but  "n th is  case  the  resu l t  o f  L IDG is the  same wi th  and  w i thout  in fo rma-  
t ion .  In  Tab le  9 all a lgor i thms g ive  the  same resu l t  when g loba l  ana lys i s  in fo rmat ion  
is ava i lab le ,  but  d i f fe rent  o therwise .  The  rest  o f  the  programs appear  in Tab le  8. 
Z3.  Speeth lp  resu l ts  
. .  
An arguab ly  bet ter  way  o f  measur ing  the  e f fec t iveness  o f  the  annotators  is to  
measure  the  speedup ach ieved:  the  ra t io  o f  the  para l le l  execut ion  l ime o f  the  program 
( idea l ly  fo r  an  unbounded number  o f  p rocessors )  to  that  o f  the  sequent ia l  p rogram.  
Th is  has  the  add i t iona l  advantage  o f  a l low ing  to  measure  the  impact  o f  the  overhead 
o f  the  checks :  even  i f  the  number  o f  goa ls  run  in para l le l  is t i le same fo," d i f fe rent  
Table 5 
Expressions with no checks Identical code in all cases 
Benchmark E 
fib 986 
grammar 0 
rdtok 0 
tak 2372 
Table 6 
Cases where MEL = CDG Identical code for all annotators in "'abs'" 
Benchmark Info Ann ground/indep 
program 
T N S F SF TS TF 
• -leriv loc M/C 4/16 0/1) 4116 
abs all 0/0 0,'i) 0/0 
mmatrix loc M/C 218 010 9_/8 
abs all 010 0/0 0/0 
occur loc M/C 235 010 9_15 
a bs a I I 0/1 0/I 01( )
palin 1o~ MIC 0/4 0/0 0/4 
abs all 0 '0 010 010 
qsortapp lot: MIC 0t i 010 (9/I 
abs all 0/0 010 0/0 
query toe MIC !14 0/0 014 
abs all 0/0 0/0 0/0 
read I oc M/C I/6 0/0 I/6 
abs all 0/0 0/0 0/0 
tictat~.'oe loc MIC 10/3 0/0 10/3 
abs all 010 010 010 
all Ioc udg . . . .  
0/0 0/0 53812 !52 0/0 538 
0/0 010 010 010 538 
0/0 010 18~728 010 182 
010 010 0/0 010 182 
0t0 010 259__1279 010 252 
0/0 0/0 010 0/0 252 
0/0 0/0 0136 010 9 
o/o OlO OlO o10 9 
010 0/0 01250 010 250 
0t0 010 0/0 0/0 250 
!/t~ 010 0/4 2/0 ! 
0/0 {)/0 0/0 010 i 
010 010 116 0/0 ! 
0/O 010 0/0 010 I 
010 010 29796/5176 010 ! ! ! 24 
010 010 0/0 010 I 1124 
. . . .  0 
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T~.bie 7 
Cases  where  CDG and MEL  produce  ident ica l  code  
Benchmark  ln fo  Ann ground/ indep 
program 
T N S F SF  TS  TF  
boyer  
brows:  
loc M/C  4/2 0/!  311 ! /0 0/0 49_/14 
a b s M/C  4/0 0/0 3/0 1/0 0/0 42/0 
all udg  . . . . . .  
38348•0 
38348•0 
Ioc M/C  317 0/2 ! /4 2/0 0/1 60/16300 25•20 
abs  M/C  9_/2 0/0 0/1 2/0 0/1 014105 25120 
all udg  . . . . . . .  
14 
14 
0 
4105 
4105 
0 
Tab le  8 
Other  programs 
Benchmark  ln fo  Ann 
program 
gr.,. ,t,nd/indep E 
T N S F SF  TS  TF  
ann loc  
abs  
hano iapp  loc 
abs  
qp lan  Ioc 
abs  
warp lan  loc 
abs  
zebra  loc 
abs  
reel 14/36 3119 3/12 511 314 1681183 2(17193 
cdg  22146 6•29 5112 8/1 3/4 180/183 297•93 
udg . . . . . . .  
mel  6/14 0/3 0/6 3/I 3/4 75/I  1 ! 138/93 
cdg  12118 218 115 611 314 811105 228193 
udg . . . . . . .  
reel 2/!  0/0 ~ 1 0/U 010 5101255 0/0 
cdg  511 2/1 3/0 0/0 010 765•0 0/0 
udg  . . . . . . .  
mel  010 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 
cdg  0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 0/0 010 0/0 
~dg . . . . . . .  
mel  
cdg  
udg 
mel  
cdg  
udg  
13/57 9•47 3110 !/0 0/0 6112 3/0 
16184 12/74 3/10 II0 0/0 6/12 3/0 
2/! 2/!  010 0/0 0/0 0/0 010 
2/! 9/1 010 0/0 0/0 010 0/0 
mel  14/I i 3/3 6/8 2/0 3/0 ! 05147 50;0 
cdg  28115 ! 3/9 815 3/1 410 113145 58•4 
udg . . . . . . .  
me l  1417 3/! 6/6 2/0 310 105•33 50•0 
cdg  28110 1316 8/3 311 4/0 I 13129 ~. '/4 
udg  . . . . . . .  
mel  
cdg  
udg  
mei  
cdg  
udg  
0•250 0•247 0/2 0/1 0/0 0tl  12 0•56 
114835 0•4729 i /96 0/10 0/0 5613346 0•420 
010 010 010 0/0 010 010 0t0 
0!0 010 010 010 010 010 010 
99 
99 
0 
99 
99 
0 
255 
255 
0 
255 
255 
255 
66 
66 
6 
66 
66 
6 
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Tab le  9 
Cases  where  a l l  annotated  resu l ts  have  no  checks  w i th  "'~b~'" 
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Benchmark  ln fo  Ann ground/ ie~.cp  
program 
T N S F SF  TS  1 F 
a iak l  Ioc  mel  0110 010 0 /10 0/0 0iC 0 /10 0 /0  2 
cd  g 4142 2/38 2/4 0/0 0 /0  2/4 0 /0  2 
udg  - - ~ ~- . . . .  0 
abs  al l  0 /0  0/0 0/0 0 /0  0/0 0 /0  0 /0  2 
b id  Ioc mel  7112 2/0 4 / I2  ! /0  0/0 17/g~t 1/0 27 
cdg  10/19 5/7 4/12  i /0  010 17144 I /0  27 
udg  . . . . . . .  0 
abs  a l l  0 /0  0/0 010 0/0 0t0  0 /0  0/0 27 
progeom loc  reel  2/2 0 /0  t 12 110 0/0 131220 13/0 ! I 0 
cdg  2/2 0 /0  1/2 I10 0 /0  131220 13/0 I 1O 
udg . . . . . . .  C 
abs  al l  010 010 010 010 010 010 0t0  ! I0  
annotat ions ( "E"  in the previously ment ioned tables), the checks actual ly performed 
can differ and cause differences in speedup. 
In order to concentrate on the avai lable paral lel ism itself, without the l imitations 
imposed by a fixed number  o f  physical processors, a part icular schedlding, bus 
bandwidth,  etc., we use a novel evaluat ion environment,  called IDRA,  proposed in 
[28]. IDRA takes as input a special execution trace file generated from a sequential 
(or, also, parallel) execution o f  the parallel program and the time taken by the se- 
quential  program, and computes the achievable speedup for any number  o f  pro- 
cessors. The trace files list the events occurred dur ing the execution o f  a parallel 
program, such as a goal being started or finished, and the times at which the events 
occurred. Since &-Prolog normal ly  generates all possible paral lel tasks in a paral lel 
pro, gram, regardless of  the number  of  processors in the system, informat ion is 
gathered for all possible goals that would be executed in parallel. Using this data,  
IDRA builds a task dependency graph whose edges are annotated with the exact 
execution times. The possible actual execution graphs (which could be obta ined i f  
more processors were avai lable) are constructed from this data and their total exe- 
cution times compared to the sequential  time, thus making quite accurate estima- 
tions of  (idea; - in the sense that paral lel ization overheads are not taken i;~to 
account) speedups. Though ideal, the results have been shown to be very good ap- 
prox imat ions o f  the best possible parallel execution [28], and to match closely the 
actual speedups obtained in the &-Prolog system for the number  of  processors 
avai lable for comparison.  
The results for a representative subset of  the benchmarks  used are presented 
in Figs. 3-5. For  each benchmark  and situation of  analysis, a d iagram with speedup 
curves obtained with IDRA is shown. Each curve represents the speedup achievable 
for the parallel ized version of  the program obtained with one annotator.  
8. Discussion 
Annotat ion times are fairly acceptable for all annotators.  MEL  and CDG usaal ly 
take the same time, with a slight difference favoring CDG for simpler programs 
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4.8-  
4.2- 
3.6- 
3.0- 
~. 2.4- 
1.8 
! .2  
0 .6  
0.0- 
• --o.-- cdg-loc 
~- cdg-abs 
Benchmark :  ann 
4 I013  6119 22 25 28 313 ~ 
Processors 
reel- lot --o---  udg-loc 
mel-abs udg-aLs 
Benchnuu~:  hano lapp  
1.2 
4.8- 
4.2- 
3.6- 
3.0- 
2.4- 
1.8- 
0.6" 
0.0-' 
IProccssol's 
---o-- cdg-loc ---o--- mel-loc - - -o--  udg-loc 
= cdg-abs ~ mel-abs ~ ~ udg-aSs 
Benchmark :  alalkl 
1.6 
1.4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
1.2- : i . . . .  
1.0 
~LO.8 
O.6  ~ - 
0.4  . . . .  ~ i 
0.2  . . . . . . . . .  i . . . . . .  
0.0 
Fig.  3. Effec: ivene~s o f  annotators :  Dynamic  tests 
i.0 
0.8  
0 .6 -  
0.4- 
0.2- 
0.0 
ann/hano iapp .  
Benchmark :  boycr  
"~ = = = - 7 = - -" 
~ = - - - .7- - 
Pl'occs.s ors 
---o--  crib'-lot - -0---  mcl-kx: ---o--  udg-loc : cdg-loc 
- -~- -  cdg-abs mel-al~ udg-atm edg-abs 
l%roce~so~ 
- reel-lot ---o-- udg-loc 
mel..abs udg-abs 
Fi:~. 4. Ef fect iveness o f  annotators :  Dynamic  tests - L i t t le  para l le l i sm.  
On the cor:trary,  MEL  takes less t ime f~r complex  programs,  with zebra being an 
extreme xample.  Note  that  complex i ty  here is measured  as the number  o f  l iterals i** 
clauses: the h igher  the number  o f  ~iterals, the more  l inear izat ions o f  the clause graph 
are possible. This  dominates  the complex i ty  o f  CDG,  as it tries to cons ider  all possible 
a l ternat ives.  UDG usual ly takes less than  the o ther  two wi thout  infc i rmat ion ( f rom 
global  analysm), because in this case it can rarely find any oppor tun i t ies  for 
para l le l izat ion.  When in fo rmat ion  fcom global  analys is  is avai lable,  UDG takes the 
same t ime as the o ther  two. ]n several cases (l ike qp lan,  read, t ictactoe,  and also zebra) 
the annotat ion  task is faster with g lobal  analysis.  Since the input  graph in this case is 
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I~,mchi~rk: tik 
,~.o I i .......... !...... ~ . . . . . . .  ~ y -  
~,o . ,~  .......... ; "./=.. .. i..: . 
8.0  ...... : . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . .  : . . . .  ~ 1.2  
6.0  . . . . . . . . .  : . - :  
4.0  . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
2.0  . .. i  . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
0.0  I 
Plg)ce..&,~Ol'S 
+ cdg-loc mel-loc udg-loc 
cdg-abs mel-abs udg-abs 
I 
0.6 -  
o .o  ,~ ) l~  f3  f6  ~ 
--.o-- cdg-loc ~ n~l-loc -..o-- udg-loc 
--.*--- cdg-al~s --e-- m,..l-abs ~ udg-abs 
Beachmark: derlv 
18.0 -  i . ! . . - i .  - i  . . . .  i 
,4 .c t  i i i ; . j , - :  " . . . . .  . . . .  [ 
i ! /  ... ....... : I 
S.o  ..... ~ . . . . . . . .  
6 .0  ....... i 
4 .0 -  i- 
2 .0  - ~  
0.0 
- -  cdg-km .--,¢-- reel-log --o-- udg-lo¢ 
--~-- cdg-all~ ~ mel-al~ ,* udg-abs 
26.0 -  
24 .0 -  
22 .0 -  
20 .0  - 
18 .0 -  
~16.o -  
~. i 4 .0 -  
m'--12.0- 
!0 .0 -  
8 .0 -  
6 .0 -  
4 .0 -  
2 .0 -  
o.o _~ 
~mchmm-k: oocm"  
, ..... ..... 
-.o-- cd~-k~ ~ mel-loc ---o-- udg~t0c 
--..-- oag-abs mel-ats ~-a l l  
Fig. 5. Effectiveness of annotators: Dynamic tests - Good faralletism. 
fair ly simplif ied w.;th the in fo rmat ion  f rom such analysis ,  the a lgor i thms have to deal 
with less edges and  shorter  labels. This  causes annotat ion  with g lobal  analysis to be 
more  efficient han  w i thout  it. The  unusua l ly  large annotat ion  t ime for  zebra is due to 
the low accuracy o f  the in fo rmat ion  prov ided by the local analyzer,  which is unable, to 
detect the definite dependenc ies  which exist among all the six goals  being cons idered 
for  one clause. As a result, all possible combinat ions  have to be enplored.  Th is  is 
avo ided when using the in fo rmat ion  prov ided by the Sharing ~ Vreeness domain .  
Regard ing  the paral le l ized programs result ing f rom annotat ion ,  we identi fy s~'~- 
eral clas~es o f  programs.  Two purely  sequent ia l  p rograms and  two (simple) paral lel  
p rograms appear  in Tab le  5, the simplest cases. The  annotators  are successful at  
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detect ing such sequent ia l i ty  and  do not  generate  any  paral le l  expression.  In the case 
o f  s imple paral le l  p rograms,  where independence o f goals  can be inferred even with a 
local  analys is  o f  the clauses (global  analys is  in this case leads to no advantage) ,  all 
the annotators  arc able to exploit  this (uncond i t iona l )  paral le l ism. 
P rograms whose para l le l i zat ion is more  complex,  but  still relat ively easy, appear  in 
Tab le  6. MEL  and  CDG (as well as UDG when hav ing  good  in fo rmat ion)  are able to 
extract  he avai lab le  para l le l ism to a great extent.  Also,  all annotat ions  produced lead 
to paral le l ism, i.e. no  spur ious  paral le l  express ions (not  real ly run in paral le l ,  since 
their  tests in fact fail at run- t ime)  are generated.  Th is  is shown by the fact that  none  o f  
the checks  ever fail at execut ion t ime ("F ' "  in the table). In fact, for  MEL  and  CDG 
the annotated  code is exact ly the same, and  thus the same para l le l ism is .-~xpioited. 
The  worst  case is that  o f  UDG,  which ca lmot  exploi t  any  paral le l ism wi thout  g lobal  
analys is  in fo rmat ion .  !1 When in fo rmat ion  is avai lable,  its annotated  code is a lso 
ident ical  to that  o f  the o ther  two: all annotators  are able to extract  the same amount  
o f  paral le l ism, and  with express ions w i thout  run- t ime checks.  
For  more  complex  programs,  l ike those o f  Tab le  9, the differences in the behav ior  
o f  MEL  and  CDG are more  apparet  . Once  again,  for these programs the three 
annotators  behave  the same way when good g lobal  in fo rmat ion  is avai lable,  and  
extract  the same para l le l i sm as when not  hav ing  such in fo rmat ion ,  but  without. 
checks.  Wi thout  in fo rmat ion ,  though,  annotators  are forced to place some checks to 
be execz:led at  run- t ime.  In the case o f  COG,  it turns  out  that  most  o f  these checks 
are not  actual l  7 executed at  run- t ime because many o f  the possible paral le l  cxpr~-s- 
s ions annotated  by COG are not  used in the execut ion o f  the program.  None.',:l~less, 
note  that  in the case o f  a iakl ,  the express ion explo i ted has much fewer checks than  
the cor respond ing  one  annotated  by MEL  (for .the same goals  is  the program) :  2 
ground checks and  4 indep checks against  l0  indep checks. Th, is is due to the graph  
i ineaf fzat ion per fo rmed by CDG,  which takes all possibi i l t ies into account .  I f - then- 
elses bui l t  by CDG can  be viewed as art "'indexip_g TM over the possible paral le l  ex- 
pressions,  based on  some checks. In a iakl ,  this iy~dexing is able to lead to the paral le l  
express ions with less effort than  that  requ i~d by MEL ,  wh ich  s imply puts  cond i t ions  
at  cer ta in  po ints  in the clause. Though this difference is not  very re levant  at  execut ion 
t ithe in the case o f  a iak l  (see ~ig. 4), it can be so for  o ther  p rograms,  and  is an in- 
terest ing feature ( though expensive)  o f  the CDG a lgor i thm.  
Tab le  7 shows two programs which are harder  to paral lel ize. UDG cannot  extract  
paral le l ism, because there is no  uncond i t iona l  paral le l ism. MEL  and  CDG extract  
the same amount  o f  cond i t iona l  paral i=l ism, but  for both  a lgor i thms the number  o f  
checks  is less when g loba l  in fo rmat ion  i~ avai lable.  This  is special ly true for indep 
checks,  since independence  is not  easy to  reason about  in " loc"  (w i thout  g lobal  
analysis) .  In fact, though,  l itt le para l le l ism is obta ined.  In the case o f  boyer ,  signi- 
f icant parallelisrrt can  be explo i ted but  on ly  using the concept  o f  non-st r ic t  inde- 
pendence  [45,14]; in browse,  a l though a good  number  o f  goals are executed in 
paral lel ,  a cr it ical  par t  o f  the a lgor i thm is still sequent ia l .  
P rograms in Tab le  8 deserve more  discussion.  The  first th ing to be not iced is 
that  in some cases UDG is not  able to extract  paral le l ism even with g lobal  
t Thi~ can actually b~ ol'..~erved in all tables, except for the cases of warplan and zebra: the parallelism 
exploited in these cases is marginal, and with granulas-ity analysis it would be avoided. 
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informat ion - this happens for ann, and for warplan and zebra, in which the 
paral lel ism extracted is marginal .  On the contrary,  for hano iapp  and qplan tht; same 
para!lel ism as the other two annotators  is extracted by UDG.  Consider ing the high 
complexity of  qplan, global analysis turns out to be quite effective. Second thing is 
that global analysis shows also effective in reducing checks. This is precisely the 
reason of  the speedups achieved with "'abs'" w.r.t. "loc'" in ann (Fig. 3) and hano iapp 
(Fig. 4), since the number  o f  paral lel goals run ("E'" in Table g) is actual ly the same. 
Regarding MEL  and CDG,  it has to be noted that in most programs of  Table 8 
the overhead in number  of  checks of  CDG is high. A l though in some cases 
(e.g.qplan) it happens (as it happened in aiakl or bid) that these extra checks (and the 
corresponding expressions) are discarded at execution time, in other cases they do 
yield some overhead ~lso at execution time. This is the case for ann, as can be seen in 
Fig. 3, where speedups for CDG are always lower than for MEL.  The same happens 
also for warplan. 
An interesting case is that o f  hanoiapp.  Its speedup curves (in Fig. 3) i l lustrate a
case where, with only local analysis, COG achieves good speedups while MEL  shows 
very little speedup. MEL  correctly but inefficiently par~llelizes a call to hanoi  and a 
call to append,  while CDG parallel izes a call to hanoi  with a sequence composed of  
the other call to hanoi  and a call to append. As shown in the example below, MEL  
needs an tndep check, while CDG uses instead a ground check, which is much less 
expensive. 
Examlfle 8.1. For  the clause of  the Towers of  Hanoi  program whose CDGs appear  in 
examples 3.2 and 3.3, the annotat ion result of  CDG is shown be'ow on the left, and 
that o[  MEL  on the right. 
shano i  (NO, A, B, C, M) : - 
NO > i, 
N1 is NO - I, 
~ground(  [A, B, C] ) -> 
shano i  (N, B, A, C, S )&  
(shano i  (N, A, C, B, R), 
append(R ,  [my(A, C) ] ,T )  
), 
append(T ,  S, M.~ 
shano i  (N, A, C, B, R), 
(ground(  [A, C] ), 
indep  f ,~ [B, R] ] ) -> 
shano i  (N, B, A, C, S )&  
append(R ,  [my(A, C) ], T), 
append(T ,  S, M) 
)). 
shano i  (N, B, A, C, S), 
append(R ,  [my(A, C) ], T), 
append(T ,  S, M) 
shano i  (NO, A, I:, C, M) : - 
NO> I, 
N is NO - i, 
shano i  (N, A, C, B, R) , 
(g round(  [A, C] ), 
indep(  [ [B, R] ] ) -> 
shano i  (N, P, A, C, S )~ 
append(R ,  [mv(A, C) ],T) 
shano i  (N, B, A, C, S), 
append(R ,  [mv(A, C) ], T) 
), 
append(T ,  S, M). 
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In general, though, the differences in speedups between MEL  and CDG are not 
very significant. Exceptions are hanoiapp,  as discussed, and programs with very little 
paral lel ism, as aiakl (Fig. 4). In this case, as in hanoiapp,  CDG does better than 
MEL  due to its abil ity to annotate different possibil it ies for the same clause body. In 
this program only one body with two paral lel expressions i parallelized, and since 
the speedup achieved is very small,  the differences between the annotat ions produced 
by the two algor i thms are more relevant. For other programs with good speedups, as 
those in Fig. 5, this does not happen. 
9. Conc lus ions 
We have proposed a proved correct a f ramework for the automat ic  paral lel izat ion 
o f  logic programs by program transformation.  The t ransformat ion implies replacing 
conjunct ions of  iiterals with parallel expressions which at run-ti lde trigger the ex- 
ploitat~ion of  restricted, goal-level independent and-paral le l ism. Our  f ramework 
consist,.; o f  a two-step compi lat ion process using condit ional  dependency graphs as 
an intermediate formal ism. In the first step such graphs are constructed using a given 
notion of  independence and simplif ied taking into account in format ion gathered by 
program analysis. In the second step the condit ional  dependency graphs are con- 
verted into fork-join expressions and the original program rewritten by replacing the 
corresponding sequential conjunct ions of  goals with such expressions. 
Several different a lgor i thms for the second step in the process have been defined 
and studied. The UDG and CDG algor i thms are based on the desirable objective of  
not losing a part icular not ion o f  " 'maximal"  paral lel ism (which we have called It- 
paral lel ism) avai lable in the original program. A lgor i thms for determining whether 
this objective can be achieved at all using fork-join expressions have also been de- 
fined. Two alternatives of  UDG for the case in which avoiding loss of  paral lel ism is 
not possible have been presented and discussed. Our  study suggests that one of  these 
alternatives i more appropr iate than the other one. Also, an alternative for CDG 
which makes it equivalent (modulo  some condit ions) to UDG has been proposed, as 
well as a new algor i thm, UCDG,  which combines the heuristics of  UDG and CDG.  
A much less costly alternative for exploit ing condit ional  paral lel ism, MEL ,  based on 
a simple but quite effective heuristic has also been proposed. Final ly,  we have also 
briefly discussed the importance of considering different alternatives for 
paral lel ization, but designing good heuristics (typically based on informat ion re- 
gerding goal granular i ty)  to select among them. 
"l'he tt~ree main  annotat ion a lgor i thms have also been implemented and studied 
experimental ly.  MEL  and CDG have been shown to give very similar results in 
practic~e. Despite this, each one of  them has demonstrated advantages and disad- 
vantages, The results show CDG to be better when not having in format ion from 
global analysis ,and if the programs are simple. Interestingly, CDG also shows ad- 
vantage in more complex programs if good informat ion from global analysis is 
avai lable, because ~n these cases CDG can extract more sophisticated paral lel ism 
than MEL.  On the contrary,  for complex programs for which the analysis infor- 
mat ion is not accurate nough (or no analysis is available), the exponentia l  nature of  
CDG can result in significant overhead, and thus MEL  is a reasonable alternative. It
appears that a good strategy to apply in practice may be to use the CDG algor i thm 
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in general, but apply MEL  in clauses which are complex and/or for which there is 
imprecise analysis information, since for them CDG may be too expensive. 
As expected, the UDG avoids any slow-downs caused by run-time independence 
checks. This makes this algorithm an obvious choice for completely transparent 
parallelization. However, our results show that the use of  good analyses which make 
accurate information available is of crucial importance in this case. Otherwise UDG 
is not ~ffective, obtaining s~al l  speedups or no speedups at all. 
While not the nlain focus of this pal,er, our results point at the fact that the 
availability of accurate dependency in[0rmation from global analysis is crucial in 
automatic parallelization. Altho,~'gh interesting speedups can be obtained in some 
cases using onl) local analysis, our overall ~bnclusion, based on the improvements 
observed, is that global analysis based on abstract interpretation is indeed a powerful 
tool in this application. The effectiveness of  this type of  global analysis in automatic 
parallelization with the proposed model is studied in detail in [47,31,9,10]. 
The general conclusion of  our work, specially when seen hi conjunction wi~h th:  
progress made in ~iobal analysis, is that, at least using the overall approach studied 
and the practical systems implemented, the task of  automatic (constraint) logic 
program parallelization is feasible and practical. Useful specdups can be obtained for 
interesting programs while slow-downs can be avoided for those programs which the 
approach cannot parallelize. 
However, much work remains to be done. The speedups described have l~en 
obtained on the current generation of medium-sized shared-memory multiproces- 
sors, which are characterized by relatively small communication overhead. However, 
larger shared addressing space multiprocessors are starting to appear which support 
larger numbers of faster processors, but with higher-communication verheads. 
Also, faster networks are starting to make exploiting parallelism in distributed 
platforms (multicomputers) more attractive. This requires accurate control of  the 
sizes of  the tasks to be parallelized: granularity control (see, e.g., [54] and its refer- 
ences). Taking into account granularity information requires some modifications to 
the annotation a lgor i thms Granularity ir~formation was already pointed out as one 
of  the sources of  heuristic information which can be used in COG to choose among 
the alternatives it generates and reduce the" overhead from the coriditionais. 
Another important avenue for improvement is the exploitation of  more advanced 
notions of independence, specially a posteriori ones. One su,.h notion is "'non-strict 
independence" [45]. Intuitively, this type of independence allows parallelizing pro- 
cedures that share variables (Le., pointers) by observing that the uses of  such shared 
variables do not "interfere". We have recently developed an automatic parallelizer 
using non-strict independence [14]. This parallellzer uses the same framework (and 
implementation) proposed herein, although it was necessary to adapt the annotation 
algorithms. We are also working on applying the framework to the automatic par- 
allelization of  constraint logic programs, using as a starting point the generalized 
notions of independence presented in [32,29]. Some results are reported in [30]. 
Larger programs tend to make more use of  side-effects and sometimes of  obscure 
features of  the source language or operating system. A parallelizing compiler, and, 
especially, its global analysis phase, has to be able to deal correctly and as accurately 
as possible with these uses. We have addressed previously this problem [8] (and many 
of  the solutions proposed are present in the analyzer used in this study), but this is 
also an area that requires additional work. 
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The compi la t ion  o f  p rograms in to  a language a l low ing  goa~-le,,,ei, but  unres t r i c ted  
"para l le l i sm is another  intere'..,ting top ic .  Rest r i c ted  paralle.1ism cou ld  be exp lo i ted  
when poss ib le ,  w i th  unrest r i c ted  express ions  be ing  annotated  o therwise .  In [64,15] 
language pr imi t ives  are  proposed  fo r  express ing  unrest r i c led  para l le l i sm.  Moreover ,  
another  potent ia l l y  impor tant  avenue for  fu r ther  improvement  may be to detect  
para l le l i sm at  f iner  levels o f  g ranu lar i ty  than  the goa l  level used  in our  s tudy  
[65,36,72].  An  extens ion  o f  the  proposed  para l le l i za t ion  f ramework  in this d i rec t ion  
is repor ted  in [63]. In  th is  context ,  the  not ion  of  loca l  i ndepe l idence  [56,13,12] a l lows  
the  h ighest  degree  o f  ~ , ra i le l i sm proposed  so far  ( to  our  knowledge) .  The  t radeof fs  
between the  add i t iona l  para l le l i sm obta ined  by  f iner  g ra in  para l le l i z~t ions  and  the 
increased  overheads  invo lved  need to  be s tud ied  in deta.;l. F ina l ly ,  there  remains  the  
genera l  issue o f  combin ing  w i th  o r -para l le l i sm [3,55], wh ich  we have  cons idered  
here in  beyond our  scope .  
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